A farewell letter read during my final thesis presentation,

(or: a celebration of connection
at a time when connection did
not come easy. )

ing a bit lighter. We let our
nerves about this new beginning drift away with the tide.
We tried to build kinship
Did you think we’d ever get
quickly. We cooked for each
here? We began by dipping into
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the ocean. As if a cleansing, we
opening questions, giggling
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lowed certain ones. We made
type out of the trees, out of the
clouds, out of windows. We
asked ourselves if this was
what it meant to be a typographer. We opened bottles of
champagne in the studio, celebrating our shared birthday,

learning each other’s patterns.
We became celery sticks and
moths. Witches and Heathers.
We reached out to each other
when the world began to feel
darker and darker. We were
asked to leave the studio and
not come back. We gathered

ourselves and our things
quickly, tip toeing around each
one another, afraid to get too
close. We left in tears. We
helped each other carry our
baggage. We hugged each
other through phone calls and
messages. We tried to finish

the year in a way that made
sense. We questioned if we
should come back. We made
a pact that we would do it
together. We went on virtual
walks, from down the road,
from across different countries. We navigated this new

space that opened up. We considered new ways of existing,
new ways of studying, new
ways of collaborating. We tried
to keep it together as best we
could; stitching ourselves up
with scotch tape, and anything
else we could find on hand. We

fell apart from time to time, but
we made sure to stay as close,
virtually, as we could. We messaged each other more and
more and sighed in our shared
relief that we were the only
ones feeling this way. We sat
outside when it was too cold.III

Gathering more layers as the
night progressed. Warming our
frozen fingers by the fire, as we
tried to build new connections
safely. We sat together crying
on the studio floor. Telling each
other the world is too dark of a
place to put anything new into.

And we asked ourselves what
would we even be able to contribute? What did it matter if
we kept trying? We eventually
did get up, but only by helping
each other off the ground. We
sat on the roof laughing that
it was once again all over, not

sure if it was sleep deprived
delirium, genuine happiness,
or just relief. We didn’t put on
sunscreen. We had forgotten
what happens when you sit in
the sunshine too long. We got
sunburned, and laughed at our
foolishness. We sat by the

water for hours. Trying to figure
out how to begin again. We
returned to the roof once again.
This time with so many new
faces. We reminded ourselves
what it was like to be in physical places again. We went on
walks, we sat at Bolt, we sat IV
at
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Dave’s. We went for walks in
snowstorms. Walks in the rain.
Walks when it was too windy.
We forced each other to spend
any brief moment of rest outside. We danced to make ourselves feel better, with music
or without. We made sure to

move our bodies around, flail
our arms, flap around, run in
circles. Reminding ourselves of
the ways our bodies are moving us forward. We will sit by
the water once more, smelling
that slightly muddy smell of the
Providence canal. That slight
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pollution smell; that slightly
dirty smell. But we’ll laugh at
how much we’ve come to love
it. That it smells like conversations between classes, snack
breaks by the water, and meetings before everything else we
needed to do. We brushed off

the quips that it would go by
quicker than we thought.
But it did happen quicker than
we thought, as if with a simple
blink of an eye.
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For my sisters,
my first collaborators
in creating new worlds.
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Where to begin?
Should we start with the cold fall day
that I arrived on RISD campus for the
first time?
No, that can’t be right.
Should we begin with the first utterances of a virus circulating around the
studio? Or perhaps with the day we
were told to leave and not come back?
Or should we begin in the present?
December 9th, 2021. On this very gray
day, where I write, the sun will be
setting soon, and a familiar sadness
is setting in.
We haven’t moved past this time,
have we?
X

As much as we try to pretend, try to
make work about something else, try
to think of anything else, it is still here.

But it is time to let go of this fantasy,
living in this new reality means
embracing uncertainty and ambiguity.

There is talk of a new variant. It is
something we are trying not to speak
of; maybe if we pretend to not see it,
it won’t creep in.

Anyways, dear reader, I hope you are
well. Are you taking care of yourself?
Have you gone outside, shed some of
your digital skin, and stepped into the
real world today? When was the last
time you laughed so hard it hurt, that
type of gasping-for-air laugh? For me,
I can’t remember, it must have been in
the before-times.

We seek closure because we want to
wrap everything up into a neat bow; we
seek closure because we do not want
to live with ambiguity. We’ve been told
stories of the day when this will end
since its very start.
I imagined that one day a return to
normal would emerge. It would happen
suddenly, as if an awakening, a cool
breeze would blow past me, and the
whole world would go from gray to blue.

There are no endings now. Maybe
what lies before us is just a series
of beginnings.
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Language shapes our understanding of
identity, place, and self. As a graphic designer,
I question the existing structures of language,
while using it as material to build new formations. Nudging against certainties, I challenge
how the stories we are told can dispossess us,
even flatten us.
My method is a constant attempt to peel
back the layers and study what lingers below.
When questions arise, I look to the ways in
which visual artists and writers have seen
through this surface. I observe, listen, and hold
stories closely, passing them back and forth
between my hands. Using annotation and
metaphor, I expose new relations. Immaterial
observations become immersive experiences.
Emerging forms become a testing ground for
new stories. To deconstruct our inherited
narratives, I invite gentle disruptions; a soft
provocation to reshape our inner dialogues.
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While the guys were carving up the landscape, I was feminizing it,
and softening it.
—Judy Chicago , Purple Atmosphere, 1969

As a performative land artist, Judy Chicago works to add
“softness and beauty” to the environment. Chicago’s Purple
Atmosphere becomes an “atmospheric poem” for the
Earth. In this work, she is gently “bathing the world in color.”
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If we opened people up, we’d find landscapes. If we opened me up,
we’d find beaches.
— Agnès Varda, The Beaches of Agnès

2
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Wind tugging at my sleeve
feet sinking into sand
I stand at the edge where earth touches ocean
where the two overlap
a gentle coming together
at other times and places a violent clash.

But what is pain? Pain rends. It is the rift. But it does not tear apart
into dispersive fragments. Pain indeed tears asunder, it separates, yet
so that at the same time it draws everything to itself. Its rending, as a
separating that gathers, is at the same time that drawing which, like
the pendrawing of a plan or sketch, draws and joins together what is
held apart in separation. Pain is the joining agent in the rending that
divides and gathers. Pain is the joining of the rift.

In the autobiographical film Beaches of Agnès, Agnès Varda
uses the space of the beach to explore her relationship to
her own self-identity, as one of constant movement and
shifting. By placing a variety of mirrors across the sand,
she is perhaps questioning our own perceptions of the self.

—Martin Heidegger, On the Way to Language
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I. Shifting Landscapes;
Landslag að breytast

—Gloria Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza

Shifting Landscapes

I’m from an island that sits on top of two tectonic plates, where
Europe and North America collide. It is always shifting and ever
so slowly, drifting apart. This slow rift feels familiar. My practice
has become a state of constant drifting, tearing away at myself,
breaking apart in order to build anew. In the past three years,
I’ve been stripped of certainties and replaced old notions with
new configurations, shedding a skin and adding new layers.

I have begun to embrace the constant unsettling of the
ground beneath my feet, welcoming ambiguity and
uncertainty. Existing within this continual drift, I give permission to break down, tear apart, in order to build again.
In Your Glacial Expectations, Josephine Klougart said that
the landscape you grew up in will continue to affect you
throughout your life; that you carry both geological and
mental landscapes with you—but landscapes are always
in the process of change as are we.¹
Language shapes our understanding of identity,
place, and self. It is seductive, it is captivating, even dangerous. In these past three years, a dystopian language
emerged, telling us the world as we know it is ending. At
the start of 2020, a dramatic shift began, and we tumbled
into this new vision. Once we stopped plummeting swiftly,
we began to rebuild. We ruptured, softly, and began again.
We dug into the earth, uncovered layers in our surroundings,
in ourselves. We considered new ways of existing.
5

In the first letter I ever wrote to RISD, I started with: I’ve
always been told I’m a sensitive person—I used to think of
this as a detriment, to be so easily undone, but I’m starting
to realize it is my greatest strength. I have always been
hyper-aware of my surroundings, and I study them intensely
before I begin to engage with them. In these studies, I’ve
learned a few key things. In my work, I like to set my own
kind of mood, create an experience, often a temporary one,
to either connect people together in the moment or connect them with a story.
The work is often smaller in scale, presented in intimate moments. The tempo is often slow. I believe there is
power in a whisper. I wish to draw people in, to listen closely,
to question their views of the world. Agnès Varda said,
“They always want us to tell stories with action and psychological drama but that there are other, more interesting
directions we can take in time, space, and memory.
Emotions, recollection, surprises.”2 Design can excel at
creating environments and experiences—and these experiences can occur in the physical world or within the pages
of a book; words can build worlds just as much as visuals
can. I have always liked my life much more when seen
through the lens of a book. I digest the stories around me,
observe and listen closely in order to discover new ways of
telling. My work has become a dialogue with myself, my
inspirations, and my surroundings. It is a back and forth,
an analysis of what surfaces in my mind as I move through
the everyday. I seek out methods to communicate this
process—whether it be a publication, video, performance,
or experience. I invite others into my process of questioning, soliciting feedback, guidance, or collaboration. In The
Far North of Experience, Rebecca Solnit wrote:
To hear is to let the sound wander all the way through the labyrinth
of your ear; to listen is to travel the other way to meet it. It’s not
passive but active, this listening. It’s as though you retell each story,
translate it into the language particular to you, fit it into your cosmology so you can understand and respond, and thereby it becomes
part of you. The word empathy originally meant feeling into, and to
empathize is to reach out to meet the data that comes through the
labyrinths of the senses. To enter into, we say, as though another person’s life was also a place you could travel to.

I study the self in a state of constant nomadic shifting,
questioning my tendencies, putting myself on display, in
hopes that others accept this as an invitation to question
their own. I’d like to coax others to challenge their perceptions, and encourage ways of seeing, and feeling, deeply.
I’m interested in the sensory and the emotional; I’m much
more interested in work that is overly emotional. There is
something powerful in vulnerability. As the Cuban-American
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1. Olafur Eliasson and Günther Vogt, Your
Glacial Expectations. (London, Thames &
Hudson Ltd, 2017). 11.
2. Kline, T. Jefferson, Agnès Varda:
Interviews (Conversations with Filmmakers
Series), (University Press of Mississippi,
2014). 119.

*Thanks to Nora Khan, Keira Alexandra, and
Anne West for helping me shape this framing
of my work. Thanks to Nora for showing me
that this could be a path towards a thesis
framing. A note Nora sent in Seminar II
encouraged me to stick with these ideas.
It reads: “This is a compelling shift—from
caution to, instead, slow, considered,accretive change. It makes me want to close
read the images of the volcano erupting
that you shared—walking us through some
images—the land growing, the challenge
of navigation. The land and plates shifting as metaphor for—social change, internal change. I would take this image and
framework and keep working with it.” Thanks
to Keira for encouraging me to return to
the rupture. Thanks to Anne for pouring
over every word with me.

Shifting Landscapes

performance artist Ana Mendieta said: “I’m not interested
in the formal qualities of my materials, but their emotional
and sensual ones.” My references are often fiction writers,
conceptual artists, filmmakers, and performance artists.
Graphic design is always being reworked, reconsidered,
and redefined. In the space of this book, I can only offer my
own definition. In working with my own expansive definition
of graphic design, I give permission to step outside, and
wander in unfamiliar places. In order to deconstruct our
inherited perceptions and conditioned narratives, we
must consider new ones.
I approach language softly. As if dipping my toes
into cool water, I wade gently into words. With each step
further in, things become disturbed. Under the surface,
a wave action occurs. New metaphors arise and begin to
carry me forward as I follow where the language takes me.
Momentum builds with the proliferation of words. In this
gesture of writing, I surrender to a shifting landscape of
language, nudging against certainties, allowing for disruption. I’m not saying any of these ideas are fully formed.
I don’t think they ever will be. But I’ll continue softly wearing away at stone. Content in the idea that my small gestures, little waves forward, will bring me closer to sand.
I like the idea of a practice as a guide for how you
choose to act, observe, and move through the world. I used
to think of myself as moving through the world carefully,
cautiously, and quietly but this has been changing. Iceland
is an island that is constantly being shaped by shifting
landscapes. People often think of eruptions as a quick,
violent events. But they are often quite slow, sometimes
happening over a few years, new magma steadily flowing,
seeping upwards to the earth. But as this magma cools,
the land grows. The ground opens up; the landscape shifts,
new land is formed.
I think of my practice in the same way I do about
shifting landscapes. Small ruptures occur gradually over
time. In unexpected locations with the same degree of surprise. My ideas are constantly being redefined and reconsidered; fragmented thoughts, ideas, and contemplations
are what I have to offer. Nothing finished, another beginning, allowing the rupture in.

7

On the night on January 23, 1973, on the island of
Heimaey, translated as “home island,” the largest island
on Vestmannaeyjar, a fissure opened. In a matter of three
hours, the community of five thousand people living on
the island left.
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The eruption began a few minutes before 2 a.m. The fissure
opened just 500 meters from the eastern boarder of the
town. The inhabitants of Heimaey left swiftly. Due to
stormy weather the night before, most of the ships were
already at the harbor.
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It wasn’t until June of 1973, sixth months after the
eruption began, that the volcano began to quiet. Eldfell,
this newly-formed volcano, did not exist before the
eruption. In the span of those six months, three million
cubic yards of tephra fell on the town, burying most of
the town under its ash. My mother’s home among them.
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I am fascinated by the different layers—‘natural’ and human—that
can occur in the same place. In the remote places where I have gone
to work, my projects are a kind of overlaying of a fragile moment on
an enormous natural and historical past.
— Marlene Creates, “A Hand to Standing Stones”

A still from my video project, in which I overlay archival
footage of the event with present-day imagery of my sister
wandering around Iceland.

Linguistic Residue: Eyjapæja

In 1973, when my mother was sixteen, the ground near her
home suddenly opened up. There was no warning this would
happen. At 2 a.m. she looked out of her window to see lava
flowing towards her, and by 4 a.m. she was on a ship leaving
the island. The lack of warning forced her to leave her home
and all of her possessions in a few short hours.

14
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In the Fall of 2020, I began working on a three-channel video
and installation created with Berglind Þrastardóttir, my sister.
Using a combination of filmed footage and archival footage,
this installation tells the story of the evacuation of the island
of Heimaey, as our mother relayed it to us. This volcanic eruption destroyed her childhood home and reshaped the island
where she was raised.
Presented as an abstracted story of family histories
and shifting landscapes, the video juxtaposes present-day
imagery of Berglind with archival footage of the evacuation.
The present-day imagery was taken by Berglind with help
from Edda Rós. Berglind narrates the script and becomes a
character in the resequenced composition.
In the installation, the past is shown on one wall and
the present on another; in the middle, these two stories
meet and begin to merge. Berglind cannot come before her
mother; the moss cannot come before the lava. The epilogue
shows the red roof of my mother’s house buried in the lava
and the character emerging from the steam.
Nearly every year, we take a ferry to Heimaey, an
island off the west coast of Iceland, to walk on the hill where
my mother’s home once stood. This cycle of return is now a
ritual as we traveled there each year.
15

The inhabitants of Heimaey had seen this
before. On November 14, 1963, an eruption
beneath the surface of the water began.
This volcanic eruption led to the formation
of a new island: Surtsey. For nearly four
years, islanders were able to witness the
new island slowly rise from the sea. While
beautiful, this emergence exposed the threat
of another natural event.

16
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The past is shown on one wall and the present on another;
in the middle, these two stories meet.

My mother wanted us to create our own relationship to this
island, as a way for her to also preserve her childhood memories. The Eldfell eruption was the most famous in Iceland
and it was documented extensively in the news, the footage
and imagery became part of the public record. This record is
combined with the impressions held in memory through my
mother’s story. A story that has become a part of our family
lineage. I’ve always had a fascination with this moment in
time and this small island in part because my family has so
few living records of their lives there.
This project allowed me to reconsider the effect of
this experience on my mother; but it also allowed me to give
this place a sense of permanence, which it had always
lacked. In working on this project, on researching the event,
listening to my mother and my aunt’s stories, I was able to
build my own memory archive. In my conversations with my
mother, I would show her my research, and it would spark
lost memories that were once long buried.
Each video has a different length. When the videos
first play, the imagery is clearly laid out and sequenced
in a deliberate way, but as the videos loop again and again,
new sequencing occurs. Similarly, every time we tell a story,
it changes ever so slightly. I was interested in studying what
happens to memory as it is passed down from generation to
generation. How language becomes residue. The script
presents an abstract retelling of the eruption, sisterhood,
and family relations.
The event that dramatically changed my mother’s
life meant that records of her childhood were ripped away.
Because of this, it was always important to my mother
to tell us the stories of her life growing up in this small island
community. Instead of relying on archives, she told us stories to recreate her childhood memories. Due to the cooling
and rescue efforts, many of the homes in the center of town
were saved. Most of those residents returned to the island,
dug out the lava from their homes, and returned to their
daily lives. But this event became a catalyst for my mother’s
life. After the evacuation, she stayed on the mainland for
only six months before leaving Iceland for many years.
Without this event, she might not have ever left. Volcanic
eruptions are dramatic ruptures. After this fracture in my
mother’s life, a new storyline emerged.
Archives have always been fragile. But I think about
what was lost in this eruption; what was burned in the
flames. I never met my maternal grandmother, she died
before I was born. I wish I had something physical of hers to
hold on to. I have one photograph of her, given to me by my
mother, a photograph of her laughing with friends outside of
their school. I’ll often look at it and imagine I’m there, sitting
on that picnic blanket, basking in her glow.
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This photograph shows my mother’s home in the lower left part
of the image. In this picture, you can see my mother’s bedroom
window on the third floor. She looked out from this window each
day and saw the ocean; this is also the window where she first
saw the lava coming slowly towards her. Eight weeks after the
eruption, my mother snuck onto a cargo plane to return to her
island once more; crawling into her bedroom through this very
window. I stumbled upon this photograph while doing research of
the event. I was reading an article in The Atlantic and I recognized the window. I had never such a detailed picture of my mother’s home buried in the ash. The photograph was taken by Owen
Franken. On the left, you can see an image of my mother resting
on the front balcony of the home years before the eruption.
20
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In the Control of Nature, John McPhee covered
the eruption and the subsequent cooling efforts.
McPhee interviewed many residents who fled in the
evacuation that night. In the book, McPhee writes:

The people generally did not panic. While aircraft were
converging on Heimaey, and the National Emergency
Operation Center was alerting ships at sea, the islanders’
self-control seemed to grow in proportion to the menace of the
spectacle before them. Quietly, they fled.
Patients in the hospital and residents of the retirement home
were flown to the mainland. Most people packed suitcases and
walked or drove to the harbor. It was full of boats, thanks to the
wild weather of the preceding day. Some people expected to be
gone no more than a night. Others wondered if the island would
explode, if a tsunami was about to wash over it, if ever they would
see it again.¹

1. McPhee, John. The Control of Nature.
Farrar, (Straus and Giroux, 1989), 116,
* Footage of the actual eruption sourced
from various news coverage. Photos of the
aftermath of the eruption taken from The
Alantic, photographed by Owen Franken and
Elisabeth Andanson.
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In the matter of a few minutes, my mother and her
sisters gathered themselves together and packed a
suitcase. One suitcase for all five of them: my mother,
her two sisters, and her brother and father. Her mother
was on the mainland during the eruption. They thought
they would only be gone for a few days, so they packed
practically, just a few wool layers and warm clothes for
the boat ride. As the ship left the dock, my mother saw
the line of fire coming steadily towards the town. She
said it wasn’t until they were leaving the dock, already
on the boat, that it hit her that she might never see
her home again.
My mother returned to the island to get a glimpse
of what she had lost in the weeks after the eruption.
She climbed onto the lava and crawled into her bedroom
through her window. She considered taking the small
items from her bedroom that were still there but everything smelled of sulfur.

My mother, Audur Bardardóttir, on the telephone pole next to her home in the
weeks after the eruption.

She remembers being hit suddenly by a wave of extreme
sadness when standing in her bedroom. Everything was
dark and covered in ash. Even though the home was buried
in lava, she went down the stairs to the main floor to
see the rest of the house. In her kitchen, she found the
cabinets hanging off the wall, slightly melted, even the
paint was melting off the walls. She didn’t stay very
long because she was afraid of the house. The house
didn’t feel like hers anymore; it felt like a cold and
dark ghost of a home.
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In the Control of Nature, John McPhee wrote, “As lava moves, under
the air, it develops a skin of glass that is broken and rebroken by
the motion of the liquid below, so that it clinks and tinkles, and
crackles like a campfire, which, in a fantastic sense, it resembles.”
26
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In the installation, present day imagery of
Berglind interacting with the lava and moss
around Iceland is shown on one wall, while
archival footage of the evacuation is shown
on the other wall. Photograph by Jamil Fatti.
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In the middle, these two stories meet and
begin to merge. Berglind cannot come before
her mother; the moss cannot come before the
lava. The videos play on all three walls;
surrounding the person with imagery.
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Eyjapæja Script

She stands on the beach holding her sister’s hand and her suitcase with the
other. She stretches our her hand in front of her face, ashes are falling over
her skin, like confetti but black, she coughs.
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Yesterday, she stood right here. On this very same spot. The sky was so bright
and blue, and all the fisherman were coming home. The mood was light, the birds
were happy to have the fish to themselves.

Eyjapæja Script
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Yesterday is so far from today. Yesterday she cannot have back. A bright blue sky
yesterday. The ground opening up today. The ground opening up and the sky black.
The birds are screaming and the fish are hiding.
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She steps onto the ship to take her away. She holds her sister’s hand tightly, she
squeezes it. She looks again at the mountain, where they would play, on the side
where the wind came soft and not hard. She looks back at the ocean, she sees
them every day, they are like her friends: her, the ocean, the mountain. A club
she is familiar with.

Eyjapæja Script
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Today when she turns her head, the ocean looks mean. Her friend, the ocean,
with so many moods. She always knew the ocean had moods, now she learns, the
mountain has moods too.
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She thinks, the ocean is like her mama, sometimes happy and sometimes sad,she
knows that it can be dangerous. But the mountain is like her papa, she only say
him mad once, that one time so unexpected, but she’ll never forget it.

Eyjapæja Script
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This photograph, taken after the eruption, is of my
mother and her classmates at a school in Reykjavík.
They held special classes so that all the students
from the island could stay together, as a way to
give them a sense of community and belonging.
Students came from all over the mainland to attend
these classes. My mother took two busses and
commuted for an hour and a half to go to class with
her friends from the island. She commuted so she
would have the same teachers and same classmates
for her final class in high school.
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A photograph with my sisters taken on top of the
volcano Eldfell, in 2016. We’ve been hiking up this
volcano since we were children.

3

My mother with two of her sisters (she has a third
sister not pictured) and her brother walking down
the street from where their house once was. My uncle
is the only one who returned to live on the island;
my mother’s three sisters all live on the mainland
now. This was taken in 2019.
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Exfoliating mimics the satisfaction of removing a screen protector to find
untouched glass, and I aim to meet the factory-refurbished standard. I spend
hours each day on a laptop that seems much smarter and more skilled than I am,
and whose body is smoother and more symmetrical than mine. I am subject to
feelings and biological impulses, with hair to tame and acne to wrangle and
bruises that appear without warning. Technology, and its marketing, suggests an
alternative to this inadequate humanity, the pursuit of a body indistinguishable
from the tools it relies on.

My work is often centered around themes of identity and
self-understanding. I place myself at the front, put myself on
display, to question my tendencies, and invite others to question their own. I build stories, often personal ones, to bring a
viewer into the work. I mix narrative and image-making using
shorts video experiments, and through them, I aim to create
layers of meaning. In these video explorations, I use myself
and my body as a way to navigate through complex questions.

Stills from The Pulse of Perfection, a video made in the Fall of 2021. I was interested in studying the ways in
which the beauty and wellness industry have adopted the language of tech corporations to promote the body as a
tool for optimization. This was inspired by Nikki Shaner-Bradford’s essay “Unfleshing,” published in Real Life
Mag. In the essay, she discusses the desire to become, “as smooth and impervious” as her phone. Special thanks
to Emily Bright for her help with this video, and for staying up with me until 6 a.m. doing color correction.

—Nikki Shaner-Bradford, “Unfleshing,” Real Life Mag
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Though my intention is to create a polished stage, I’m more
interested in the tension beneath the surface. I use hyperstylized sequences to build a seductive narrative. I’ll slow
things down, I’ll warp audio, and I’ll slice moments in time.
I’ll use words like props. I’ll reappropriate the aesthetics of
the beauty industry to attempt to critique it. I’m interested
in non-linear interpretations of an experience. I set these in
motion, but then I step away, and view them in various contexts, eliciting viewer feedback, and from that feedback,
I create several interpretations.
I consider the ways that media performs similar
seductions. It can be difficult to parse through what is real
and what is constructed. The mass influx of images we
encounter daily reshapes our perceptions of ourselves. We
cannot construct ourselves outside of this world of images,
in trying to mirror the ideals we are sold, we risk losing who
we are. I imagine myself falling into my phone; similar to
Alice stepping through the looking glass. We built a house
of mirrors for ourselves, and we are trapped within it. Who
are we if we are not being looked at?
Soft Ruptures; Slow Formations
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I want the spectator to feel… the time used in each shot;
to make this a physical experience in which time unfolds in you,
in which the time of the film enters into you.
—Chantal Akerman, Moving in Time
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A still from Wash, Rinse, Repeat.
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When people are enjoying a film they say ‘I didn’t see the time go by’… But I think
that when time flies and you don’t see time passing by you are robbed of an hour
and a half or two hours of your life. Because all you have in life is time…With my
films you’re aware of every second passing through your body.
—Chantal Akerman, From Here

Stills from Jeanne Dielman, 23, quai du Commerce,
1080 Bruxelles. In the film, Jeanne plans out each day
with her various domestic tasks. But what happens
when her routine is dismantled?

Jeanne Dielman, 23, quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles is
widely considered to be film Chantal Akerman’s, a Belgian
film director, masterpiece. In three hours and twenty-one
minutes, viewers watch as the main character, Jeanne,
goes about her daily life, strictly following a schedule, plan,
and order for her days. In the Criterion Collection, Ivone
Margulies wrote of the experience of watching the daily
ritual when she said, “Each gesture and sound becomes
imprinted in our mind, and as we are lulled by familiar
rhythms and expected behavior, we become complicit
with Jeanne’s desire for order.”1 Viewers watch painstakingly long takes as a quiet dread begins to appear beneath
the surface. In this work, and many of Akerman’s film, she
is grappling with the notion of self and identity.
Playing with the passage of time, Akerman creates
long drawn-out scenes of Jeanne cooking, cleaning, and
taking care of her son. We watch as Jeanne slowly unravels
over the course of three days. On the second day, we see
that Jeanne has accidentally awoken an hour early. As she
sits in her chair, fiddling with her hands, anxious shifting
her body, we see her inability to cope with this extra time
she needs to fill.2
In these moments, in exposing the unstructured
time, Akerman is hinting towards what is lingering beneath
the surface, an anxious dread that is starting to take hold.
With an awareness of time, Akerman builds, ever so slowly,
a tension that suddenly bursts out, exposing the fragility of
Jeanne’s daily routine.
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It is a violent but slightly obscured end. The film goes dark
with this dramatic bang but in the very last moments, we
hear the character manically laughing. Is she elated to
have blown up this feminine space? Perhaps this is what
happens when you reject the weight of the performance
of the feminine.

1. Ivone Margulies,“A Matter of Time:
Jeanne Dielman, 23, quai du Commerce,1080
Bruxelles.” The Criterion Collection,
August 17, 2009. www.criterion.com/
currentposts/1215-a-matter-of-time-jeannedielman-23-quai-du-commerce-1080-bruxelles.
2. Chantal Akerman, “The Routine
Pleasures of Jeanne Dielman.” The
Criterion Collection, May 11,2017,
www.criterion.com/current
posts/4537-the-routine-pleasures-ofjeanne-dielman
3. Janet Bergstrom, “.Jeanne Dielman,
23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles.”
Camera Obscura: Feminism, Culture, and
Media Studies 1, no. 2 (1977): 116.
4. Chantal Akerman, “Jeanne Dielman, 23
Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles.” Camera
Obscura: Feminism, Culture, and Media
Studies 1, no. 2 (1977): 118.
5. Chantal Akerman “Reading at The
Kitchen,” Vimeo, April 11, 2013,
vimeo.com/176659354.
6. Nicole Fernandez Ferrer, “About Saute ma
ville (1968), Chantal Akerman’s first
film.” Senses of Cinema, December 2015.
www.sensesofcinema.com/2015/chantal-akerman/saute-ma-ville/

Later in her career Akerman began to translate her films into installation
work. In this way, the films are removed from their former linear readings,
allowing an entirely new interpretation of the film to emerge.

I watched Jeanne Dielman in the Winer of 2021, when my
routine had been upended by the pandemic for months
and I had become habituated to a more unstructured existence. I watched it eight months before I made the short
video experimentation Wash, Rinse, Repeat. But when
I revisit the film now, I can see clearly how Ackerman’s
framing and style was a huge influence. In Jeanne Dielman,
the camera is low; it is fixed in place, the scenes are head
on and symmetrical. It is slow, subtle, quiet.
In the film, Akerman lingers on the gestures of
domestic routines: the peeling of potatoes, the kneading
of raw meat. Her daily task so rigid, so precise, in their
structure that you notice when things begin to go awry
almost immediately, in the simple way that she is combing
her hair in a less exacting manner. That we are watching
these events unfold in their actual duration, it “increases
our attention to their construction and its significance.”³
In an interview with Camera Obscura, Akerman said,
“I give space to things which were never, almost never,
shown in that way, like the daily gestures of a woman.
They are the lowest in the hierarchy of film images. A kiss
or a car crash comes higher, and I don’t think that’s an
accident. It’s because these are women’s gestures that
they count for so little.”4
After watching Jeanne Dielman, I became fixated on
this idea of clinging to routine. What happens when our
routines are disrupted? When we can no longer escape
existential dread by making sure to leave the house before
a certain time, when we are confined to the walls within
our homes, when we can no longer be soothed by the
rhythm of the routine.
In a talk from November 2013, Akerman said that
she made her first film totally instinctively.5 Saute Ma Ville
(1968), stars Akerman herself, as she violently wrecks a
kitchen. Akerman is refusing to behave in the ways that
society wants her to, and instead of cleaning things up,
she makes a frenzied mess. She hums as she tears out her
cupboard, throws her dishes on the floor and attempts
to mop the dishes instead of washing them, and aggressively applies shoe polish to her shoe and leg. Instead of
creating cleanliness, the character is creating destruction.
In the Senses of Cinema, Nicole Fernandez Ferrer writes
that the film is a “pungent and tragicomic critique of
domestic life and the literal explosion of the so-called
‘feminine universe.’” 6
In the final moments of the short film, she lights a
note on fire, turns on the gas, and slumps over the stove.
We hear the moment when she blows herself up, but we do
not see it, and the film ends with the character humming.
In this she is throwing away the dutiful female. We don’t
see it happening but we know that it has occurred.

Disrupting the Rhythm
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Just a series of sorrowful gestures that scream female.
–Andrea Dworkin, Ice and Fire

Beauty, a gendered agent, is a broken architecture. It is the place we go to
revisit and review all the housed supremacy of the world. It is a leaky concept,
a sticky concept, and—to call on a term coined by philosopher Timothy
Morton—a hyperobject.

Stills from Sara Cywnar’s film “Soft Film,” (2006), where she explores the term
“soft misogyny,” through a series of velveteen jewelry boxes.

Wash, Rinse, Repeat

—Legacy Russell, “On Beauty and Being Glitched”
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Special thanks to Dougal Henkel, director
of photography for the video. The following pages are a translation of the video
Wash, Rinse, Repeat. The script was
inspired by many talks I’ve had with
Berglind Þrastardóttir. In the script,
I quote the author Legacy Russell once.
The line: “Beauty as it is sold to us
encourages us to conceal ourselves from
ourselves,” comes from Russell’s article
“On Beauty and Being Glitched: Sara Cwynar,”
published in Sara Cwynar: Glass Life.
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Wash, Rinse, Repeat

“Femininity is a performance, and I am the actor. I set the
scene—washed and styled hair, glossy skin, rosy cheeks,
manicured hands, moisturized knuckles, effortlessly stylish
clothing, demure expression, ready to smile—and now
I perform—chin up, shoulders back, legs crossed, eyes down,
hands still, speaking softly, batting my eyes. My fingernails
bite into the soft flesh of my palms and a spark ignites inside
me. I quickly extinguish it before it consumes me.”
In a ghostwriting exercise for a class with Anne West, my
partner for the assignment, Kalee Calhoun, wrote the above
artist statement for a piece I made in the fall of 2021. The
statement was Calhoun’s interpretation of a video I showed
to her for the writing assignment; it describes the video in
a way I couldn’t.
Through gesture, ritual, and abstraction, I was studying my own performance of femininity. The video itself
became a performance, a performance of myself, a performance of my femininity as identity. It was meant to serve
as an invitation, allowing others to be privy to this journey.
The scenes are intimate, head on, and show only fragmentations of myself. The staging was inspired by the work of
video artist Sara Cwynar.
In this project, my body became a space to question;
a performance; a testing ground. It began with thinking
of the expectations that have been placed on us. In the
same way a fire builds, they begin slowly but quickly engulf
you. I’ll sit across the table from you, to open a space for
dialogue and questioning. And perhaps, with how slow the
video moves, I can create some tension and discomfort.
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Wash,

Picture the word feminine.

Wait, no, scratch that.

Consider the word femininity.

Rinse

Hold it in your hand.

Do you feel the weight of it?
Knead it gently,

Repeat
52
52

as if it were soft dough.
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Think of the ways you’ve molded it,

to form your body,

shaped it,

to form your

framed it,

understanding of yourself.
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Can you see it? This soft pink shimmer.

This glassy haze surrounding you.
56
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Can you sense it in your surroundings?
Do you hear it? As if an echo, a constant whisper:

You’re so graceful. What a soft voice.
58
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A daily performance.

Consider the ritual of this.
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It becomes a habit.
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Wash,

Rinse,

Repeat.

Wash,

Rinse,

Repeat.
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I think about the things I surround myself with

The things I buy to project my ideal self.

to build up these narratives of myself.
64
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Beauty,

					

as it is sold to us,

encourages us to conceal ourselves

from ourselves.
66
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The expectations felt normal at first.

You were told how to act,

how to behave,

Didn’t they?

how to move through the world.
Wash, Rinse, Repeat
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I think about the weight of this word; femininity.

How I carry it with me. 		

The more you use,

the more you buy,

the closer you get to your true self.
70
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I feel this tension. Can you feel it?

This tension between my desire to
practice this ideal and to burn it,

and yet still, I speak quietly, in a

high-pitched voice, cast my eyes downward,
nurturing this friction within me.
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Wash,
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Rinse,

Repeat
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We are surrounded by the image of the woman’s face, the obsession of the portrait
and the cover girl alike. The face is what belongs to the other; it is unavailable to
the woman herself.
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A Color Story

Stills from a video I made of found footage, sequenced out by color,
inspired by the way Agnes Varda uses color in Le Bonheur. Special
thanks to Emily Bright for her help in this project, and for bringing
me a projector at 6 a.m.

—Susan Stewart, On Longing

A Color Story

In the fall of my final year at RISD, I was given the task of
presenting my work to the public for the first time. I had
done much of graduate school over Zoom and hadn’t seen
a final presentation in person; I didn’t know what to expect.
I wanted to make something that people would look at
instead of me. Something to focus their attention on
outside of myself. I made a video from found footage that
I sequenced out by color, inspired by the way Agnes Varda
uses color in Le Bonheur. I made a choreographed performance of my presentation, and my script started with:
“It began with the color blue.”
Following a series of blue books in the library, and
seeing where my intuition would carry me, I began a study
in the deceptively beautiful. Varda’s use of color in Le
Bonheur stuck with me; it felt almost deceptively beautiful. When I watched it, I remember feeling so confused at
the end; I was so distracted by the vivid color palette that
I barely registered the film’s somber storyline. I became
fixated on this idea of a deceptively beautiful package with
an undercurrent of something more sinister, or somber,
beneath it. I made a series of videos, sequenced out by
color, as a way to capture the attention of the audiences.
To hide behind the mesmerizing imagery.
In her first use of color in a film, Varda plays with it
in unconventional ways. Key moments in the film are followed by bright flashes of color. Everything in the family’s
home is perfectly color coordinated, as if it is a shiny stage
covering something below.
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1. Agnes Varda, “Interview with Mireille
Amiel,” Agnes Varda: Interviews,
(University Press of Mississippi/Jackson,
2014), 74.
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A Color Story

In an interview on the contradiction between cliché and
images, Agnes Varda said, “Le Bonheur is about the suave
cliches about happiness vs. the cruel reality of happiness
as a cruel structure that organizes everybody’s activities.
What really upset a lot of women and even certain feminists was that behind the soft colors and pretty formulas of
happiness (according to the iconography of the media, the
ad agencies, and the beautiful images we used to enjoy),
we discover the very cruel idea that the woman/wife can
be so easily replace by another woman/wife as long as
she performs the same functions as her predecessor.”
Varda said that the film was an “extremely detailed almost
maniacal exposé in images and cliches of a certain kind of
happiness. It focuses on gestures and the function of gestures with such insistence as to provoke the very explosion
of their meaning.”¹
In my short video exploration, A Color Story, I was
using this beautiful imagery as material in a study in the
seductive; why we fall for certain colors and why we value
certain imagery. It began as an attempt re-appropriate the
polished, bright aesthetic of commercial beauty visuals.
Many of the videos in the sequence are pulled from John
Berger’s film Ways of Seeing. It was made very quickly,
over the course of three days in the week leading up to the
presentation. As the date crept closer, I became more desperate in the ways that I was sequencing out these colors.
More determined in trying to make them the key focus.
In this, I had unintentionally used color and imagery to hide
myself, to hide my own body, to direct the gaze elsewhere.
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We construct our identity through the clothes we wear, the cars we drive, our
favorite beverages, and our beauty products. From an early age we are bombarded
with advertising. The 5,000 commercial messages we receive every day on average,
have led us to believe that products make our lives meaningful. No type of
communication is so present as advertising, in all parts of society. There are
almost no places left where advertising cannot reach us.

Stills from a video on the objects we covet. Special thanks
to Hannah Suzanna for their filming assistant.

Useless Objects

— Ruben Pater, Caps Lock
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1. Rose Bouthillier et al. “Should Artists
Shop or Stop Shopping,” Sara Cwynar: Glass
Life, (New York: Aperture, 2021), 171.
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Useless Objects

After making a series of videos putting myself on display,
I wanted to take a step away from the camera. I was still
interested in studying projections of the self, but in this
exploration, I wanted to study the ways in which the self is
projected through the objects we collect. In “Should Artists
Shop or Stop Shopping?” Shelia Heti wrote, “most of us buy
in order to project something about ourselves to the world
of people who witness us, or to tell ourselves that we are
the sort of people we want to be.”1 Inspired by the Caps
Lock chapter “The Designer as Salesperson,” this short
video becomes a superficial exploration into the strange
objects we covet.
I was thinking of the infinite scroll, and the mindless
nature of the ways we scroll. I made a video of useless
interactions with useless objects; the objects we display
in our homes to make us appear more interesting, to tell
stories of ourselves. In the video, I interact with all these
objects, mostly with one hand, as if I was scrolling through
them. I wanted play into the idea that, with a simple
gesture of the hand, we can step into a world of idealized
imagery. I asked a friend to compose a near pulsating
soundtrack for the video; a sound to mimic the ways it
feels to shop online. To go from page to page, falling deeper
and deeper within your computer.
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I don’t want to draw a wave, I want to ingest one, be one, or learn
to better feel all the waves that I already am and have running
through me, and then act from there.
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Some languages are so constructed—English among them—that we each only
really speak one sentence in our lifetime. That sentence begins with your first
words, toddling around the kitchen, and ends with your last words right before
you step into the limousine, or in a nursing home, the night-duty attendant
vaguely on hand. Or, if you are blessed, they are heard by someone who knows
you and loves you and will be sorry to hear the sentence end.
— Mary Ruefle, Madness, Rack, and Honey

III. Drifting;
Að Reka

In January of 2022, Emily Bright and I began waking up at 4 a.m. to record the sunrise over the ocean. It was b-roll for a film we
were working on together. I then used the water imagery as a backdrop in another collaboration with Lydia Chodosh. My writing with
Lydia began with our shared fascination for water; something we can never quite grasp. We use it to illustrate the elusive
qualities of time and space; from this discovery, we began to exchange letters. I complied mine and Emily’s footage of the ocean to
sequence out a sunrise that played while Lydia and I performed our writing exchange over Zoom. It became a collaboration within
another collaboration.

—Tauba Auerbach, The Brooklyn Rail

Drifting

In Seminar II, my professor, Nora Khan introduced me
to the above quote. In a note, referencing this text, she
wrote that life could be considered as “one long sentence
that unfolds over time, as a sentence that unfolds with
movement, that is an expression of that movement. But
that sentence also might fold, wind about, loop back on
itself, too.” There is a certain beauty in this. Using the form
of the sentence to wander through my work, through the
world. Wandering as a way back to myself, to new stories,
to new understandings.
Drifting becomes a way to embrace the unsettling
of the ground beneath my feet, welcoming ambiguity and
uncertainty. At first, I drifted alone, meandering around
Providence during the depths of the first winter of the pandemic in search of glimmers of hope. Using Lydia Davis as a
guide, I began to note down my observations and built up a
collection of thoughts that I published into a series of books.
But I’ve realized that it can be preferable to drift with others.
Recently, Lydia Chodosh and I began a writing exchange.
We found similarities in the way we approach language,
rooting our writing in elements of the natural environment.
In continuing to reimagine words, we hope to create fluid
formations that can weave our quiet observations into
extended narratives.
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A collection is usually an attempt to somehow take hold of the world around us, to
control at least a few of its parts. In this way, the wealthy collector tries to arrest
things, to separate them from their function, ultimately separating them from a
living world through the act of completion. An artist or designer, on the other hand,
might prefer the continuity of things, or to mimic the precious collection by
reinstalling some of the precariousness of life
—Paul Elliman, “The World as a Printed Surface”

1. Ryan Gander, Loose Associations and
Other Lectures, (France, OneStar Press,
2007), 19.
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In the winter of 2021, I became interested in the idea of
catalogs and collections. During the pandemic, we were
often urged to document and catalog how our lives are
being impacted, and I was interested in trying to catalog
my own experiences with solitude.
The project began on my meandering walks around
Providence. As I walked through the city, alone, during the
first winter of the pandemic, I began noting down my
observations. I built a collection of fragmented thoughts
and representations of the pandemic. I was interested in
the markers that were meant to keep us apart.
It was an attempt to capture a hyper-specific moment
in time; a moment that can never come back. As the year
2021 began, before vaccines were widely distributed, before
cautious optimism, I was cataloging as a way of making
sense of this new reality.
Inventory, at its very basis, is a book of lists. It begins
with, “I stumbled upon,” and then goes from there. I connect
things in a very loose way, and it is about finding small connections between seemingly disjointed thoughts. Ryan
Gander’s Loose Associations was a source of inspiration for
this project. In the meandering lecture that became a book,
Gander begins with, “all these things are linked somehow,
but at times the associations may be a bit loose.” 1 Inventory
mixes my own writing with collected ephemera that interested me: quotes from Glenn Gould, notes from Lydia
Davis, lists from Richard Serra. It began as an attempt to
catalog my thoughts while wandering around Providence.
But, as it grew, it became more about the ways in which
we adapt in times of drastic change.
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The first two entries read:
I stumbled upon an article on solitude and the
Canadian pianist Glenn Gould. He retired at the age
of 33, and retreated to his home, preferring to stay
indoors with the curtains drawn. I’ve been thinking
a lot about individuals who choose to leave society
and retreat within themselves. Gould preferred
going out late at night, he said: “I don’t much care for
sunlight and bright colors of any kind depress me.
I schedule my errands for as late an hour as possible
and I tend to emerge along with the bats and raccoons at twilight.”
I remembered that there is a poem called Glenn
Gould by Lydia Davis. It is published in her book
Almost No Memory, which I own a copy of. But
I didn’t end up reading the poem because I became
distracted by the one directly before it. “Lost things”
is short, just six sentences, in which she talks about
how our precious lost items are still existing in the
world somewhere. A line from the poem reads,
“They are lost from me and where I am, but they are
also not gone. They are somewhere else, and they
are there to someone else, it may be.” I think there
is something interesting in the sentimental attachments we have to the smallest things.
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Inventory
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Together we must move like waves. Have you observed the ocean? The waves are
not the same over and over—each one is unique and responsive. The goal is not to
repeat each other’s motion. The waves we create are both continuous and a
one-time occurrence. We must notice what it takes to respond well. How it feels
to be in a body, in a whole—separate, aligned, cohesive. Critically connected.

A book of our written weavings that encourages those who engage
with it to randomly flip panels of text as they please.

Weaving Thought Threads

— Adrienne Maree Brown, Emergent Strategy
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Weaving Thought Threads

In a gathering course, taught by Shiraz Gallab, Lydia
Chodosh and I began to weave our ideas together. We
started separately. Me with rubber bands; her with paper
napkins. We both explored the materiality of these tools
but eventually found ourselves returning to language as
a way to contextualize these studies. In my formal experimentation, I wove rubber bands together. This began with
a study in patterns and textures and turned into a conversation about what happens when soft, flexible material ties
together and builds something stronger. Lydia asked participants around the studio to write secret notes on paper
napkins, revealing the ways in which sharing personal
indulgences can tie us together.
Lydia and I place importance on words. Our design
practices are often rooted in the study of literature and
language formations. We discovered a few similarities
in our sources of inspiration and in the ways in which we
study our surrounding environments. We both pay close
attention to the ground beneath our feet; we root our writings in the elements of our natural world.
Water is a fascination for both of us; it is something
we can never quite grasp. We use it to illustrate the elusive
qualities of time and space. When we discovered this overlap in our thinking, we decided to initiate an exchange of
short letters.
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Inspired by Adrian Maree Brown’s metaphorical use of
water in Emergent Strategies, we began in an empty room,
thinking of water and a specific line of text pulled from
Brown’s book. “Remember you are water,” became a
beginning for a sequence of beginnings on the idea of soft
reminders. I started with:
Remember you are water. Do not work until there is
nothing left. Make sure to allow space to fill yourself
up again. Laugh at something that wasn’t even very
funny. Find something that inspires you, something
that makes your hair stand on end, in a good or
strange way. Stare at the ceiling for a bit. Count your
toes. Press your cheek against a cool glass. Press
your cheek against a warm mug.
Then Lydia returned with:
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The are.na channel is divided into three sections: weaving
disjointed thoughts, words we are building ourselves with,
and words we hold close.

We posted each consecutive exchange on an are.na channel which was initially private. We passed writing back and
forth for a week until we performed a reading of our notes.
In this performance, we switched the channel from private
to public, as a form of publishing.
Readers can watch this ongoing exchange take
place in real time. The text is still growing and a section of
it exists in the form of a physical publication. We created
a book that encourages those who engage with it to randomly flip panels of text as they please, allowing them to
create their relationship to this language.
This process is endlessly iterative. We have recorded
ourselves as we walked along a canal, measuring the
rhythm of our steps as we exchanged our words. We have
performed inside an intimate classroom with Anne West
as our audience, and over Zoom as a public reading.
These recordings found their way into videos and soundscapes—they were overlayed onto filmed footage of
oceanscapes and performed publicly over mixed audio in
the RISD Design Center. In continuing to reimagine these
words, we hope to create fluid formations that can weave
our quiet observations into an extended narrative about
our bodies in space.

A QR code that directs you to the are.na
channel where we published our writings.

Remember the warmth of this mug as you step out
into the wind. Resist the urge to chatter your teeth.
Make another kind of chatter instead. With the tulips
leaning overindulgently toward the sun. Remember
that you too depend on this sun. To light the path on
which you move. To color the avenues of trees before
you. To shine crystalline globes upon the water. Take
care as you tempt yourself to look up.

Weaving Thought Threads
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In a material study, I began making weavings out of
rubber bands. I was interested in translating this
soft, flexible material into something with more heft.
I treated the rubber as if it were cloth, tying them
together, trying to build something strong. In a
description of one of the rubber band weaving experiments, Shiraz Gallab wrote that they could be thought
of as “a collection of forms, an intermingling of bands
and blobs that might serve as a metaphor for a complex
condition (or a collective group).” After making the
first few rubber band weavings, I read Francesca
Capone’s Weaving Language and was inspired by the ways
in which she assigned language to these physical weavings; how we can think of the building of a poetic
phase in the same we can think of tying threads
together. I had my own language associations with these
weavings but I was curious to see what others thought
of the patterns. I hung the weavings in the RISD design
commons and asked viewers to write down the words they
associated with them. I got words like: harmony, balance, clean, minimalism. In others I made, I got words
like: linguistic, duality, tension, friction.
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Weaving Thought Threads
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The motifs that appear in baskets and weaving produced by Nlaka’pamux
women in Sleboda’s family inspired a series of weavings with glyphs,
which created “a sort of digital loom.” Sleboda made glyphs inspired
by traditional Salishan motifs, and wove them together to create
landscape patters.

A Conversation with Kathleen Sleboda

Kathleen Sleboda is a designer and educator. Her work crosses many disciplines and
often involves the acts of making, curating, collaborating and documenting. For the
past 15 years she has designed books and printed materials for cultural institutions while
lecturing and writing about graphic design, independent publishing, Indigenous knowledge systems and the preservation of cultural heritage. Originally from San Francisco,
she graduated from Yale University and the University of British Columbia and now
splits her time between Boston and Connecticut, on the traditional homelands of the
Quinnipiac, Pawtucket and Massachusetts. She is Nlaka’pamux and a member of the
Coldwater Indian Band of Merritt, British Columbia.
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I wanted to speak with you today because of a conversation we had in
December. I really enjoyed reading the references you sent me, which
included a list of Indigenous learning practices. I became really interested in the idea of place-based learning and traditional ecological
knowledge. I was wondering if we could begin by speaking about
language since, in many Native communities, language and land are
so intertwined.
Sure. Let’s start with orality. It is an important dimension of Indigenous cultures. Talking to one another, the
dialogue, that’s how knowledge passes. It’s not necessarily through written texts. Yes, let’s start with words!
Words are super important to me. I’m discovering this more and more.
I will often read from a script when giving presentations because
I want to place importance on certain words, because I think they can
be so powerful.
I have a question about the formal way that you do that
in written text. It is interesting the way that you put
emphasis verbally, because I noticed as I was looking at
your text, you use italics forcefully and in a very specific
way. I’ve seen this in nearly all your works. Do you think
about that as a point of inflection that you’re invoking?
To try and pull in these emphasis on words that you are
able to do verbally, do you think that is something you
consciously do in your work?
I do think it is a conscious and formal decision. We can’t separate writing from the expression of writing; they’re so connected. I think it is
fun to play with the rhythm of reading and experience. I think a lot of
poets do this in a successful way, in these moves some will make in
separating out their words.
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I’ve become really comfortable with saying that I don’t
speak this language. I have trouble learning languages,
and I really have trouble learning nłe?kepmxcin. As I’ve
gotten older, I really understood just what that loss
means in terms of understanding. In the worldview of
my relations, I can read certain texts but there is still a
disconnect.

It softens everything and it creates texture in the way
that the words are set. I noticed it and then I kept noticing it within your work. And I was thinking about this
more. Of course, everyone uses italics, but you use them
in a different way than traditionally. You are using them
more for effect. When you talk about emphasis verbally,
I see that you are also doing this to place emphasis visually. I enjoy thinking about the idea of soft impact, what
that looks like. I tend to be a very colorful, outwardly
generative person. But I love the space you are working
in. Finding power in the soft. Finding power in the muted.
I guess I care less about the grammatical use of italics and more about
the poetics. Speaking of poetics, I’d love to share a poem I recently
read. It talks about loss of language within Indigenous communities,
and it is something I’d love to speak to you about.
The loss of language is really difficult to reckon with
and is one of the most violent acts of dispossession.
Certainly, the colonial impact on losing language and
losing meaning and understanding of the relationship
inherent in the land is really causing deep psychic rifts.
What I respond to is this idea of perpetuity of language
and the important work where language continues to be
transmitted generationally. This is a circle that connects
the present and past to the future. Its power is rooted in
a continuity of language, and the power of words as a
shaper of meaning and community. And it’s founded on
the natural relationship been people and the landscape.
I think the relationship is poignant for languages under
duress, and precious for all. This is a reason I wanted to
use nłe?kepmxcin (the Nlaka’pamux language) in my
work for Meta, precisely because it is an endangered
language, but also the first language of many of my
ancestors. There are so few fluent speakers: some
counts say 12, some say 70. I’ve been thinking about language quite a bit because I’ve been trying to learn
nłe?kepmxcin so I wanted to use that in the Walk in a
Good Way project.
My tribe has been doing a lot of work funding immersion
programs and creating online resources as a way to
keep the language viable as a source of expression for
young people. In Canada, there were institutions called
residential schools and the point of them was to assimilate Native children. There was quite a lot of abuse
in these school. My grandmother, my great aunts, and
my mom’s cousins all went to residential school in
Canada. My grandmother hated it and eventually ran
away. But these residential schools taught children that
their language was wrong; if you spoke your language
you were punished.
In thinking about how the relationship with language
factors into my work, especially with Indigenous language,
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“Walk In A Good Way.
Let Your Journey Be Good”
in nłe?kepmxcin.

In some areas of the United States, there’s a sense that
the native people were there and then they weren’t. But
in actuality, history and expansionist actions have left
their imprint on Indigenous people’s communities and
bodies. That’s why it’s important to me to acknowledge
that I am Nlaka’pamux even thought I walk through the
world as a person who appears to most people as white.
Honoring the work and life of all my maternal ancestors
is important to me. I understand there’s a complexity for
the way that I’m legible or read by people. I just can’t avoid
positioning myself as someone who is Nlaka’pamux as
well as white. The discrepancy between how I’m perceived and who I am is something I’ve struggled with
since I was a girl.
You’ve spoken about how it was important for you to place nłe?kepmxcin in your work, and specifically in the project “Walk in a Good
Way.” Can you speak more about this?
I knew this was an incredible opportunity to put the language front and center. I was going to be given a platform to talk about it and talk about all my band’s
revitalization and language preservation efforts. Lots of
Indigenous communities are engaged in these sorts of
projects but I’m not sure mainstream communities are
necessarily aware of this work. I thought it was a fantastic way to bring this language and this history front and
center. It was probably the most personal project I’ve
ever done. And pretty distinct in that I don’t think most
of the time designers are necessarily given such a wide
open commission.
Can I ask about your experience making such a personal project?
I think it’s something I always wanted to do. This was a
gift to be able to do undertake the commission with
funding. I feel really honored to be given it. But on the
other hand, I know it’s always tricky when I talk about
my identity, and sometimes I don’t feel completely comfortable. But I really loved that Facebook allowed me to
reach out to people who I did feel comfortable with
(former colleagues and other Native people) and bring
them in as support.

1. Walking by Stolen Creek,
a poem by the Chickasaw
novelist, essayist, poet,
and environmentalist
Linda Hogan. Published
by Emergence Magazine.
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I’d love to talk more about collaboration. Both you and Christopher
hosted this symposium at Boston University in February and it was
such a treat me for because I felt like I walked into this room and real-
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ized that I am a part of a design community. And I feel like you both are
place importance on building community within design. Can you talk
more about this?

I love this idea of connection as setting up channels for exchange.
I don’t think I fully embraced this idea of exchange until my thesis year.
It was difficult to create spaces for collaboration during the pandemic.
But now that we are back int the studio, I think it has become this
space of connection and learning from others. In the past year, in
working with others, I think I was able to grow so much more, and I had
so much fun learning from my peers.

This goes back to my mother, she taught me to be a
bridge. There was also a book on intersectionality in
feminism that I read in high school called “This Bridge
Called My Back,” and I always think about it. Being mixed
or biracial, I think about the ways I can weave things
together and build bridges for people.

I think it’s true that when things are taken away from you
realize just how much meaning they hold. And you treasure them. I think the RISD graduate program is a special place. You are lucky to have such a community. And
maybe you are only realizing the importance of this
because it is something that comes with time.

It is so central; it drives almost everything I do. I really
like connections. I think about how, in my family, people
have traveled and had to move on, and in these moves
they’ve had to erect new spaces around themselves.
And to erect these new spaces, you have to build connections: connections between oneself and one’s community and a relationship to the land.
The purpose of life is to build bridges for other people. I
think that is the only point of me being here, to help
others start something or carry an idea forward. And
I’ve realized there is a service component in much of
what I choose to do. I think this may be a common framework for many people.
What makes this idea of connection so special to you?
I have all these little phrases that are popping into my
head. There is such a power in a union (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwbzxemJZIc), a power in coming
together. I think growth only happens in exchange. This
is something that is very important to me. I think I’ve
always really been interested in continuing to grow and
move in different directions. One of the things I’ve really
embraced is that the unexpected is what happens, and
you can’t predict things but there are certain principles
you can live by. My principles have become things like
embracing change and embracing growth. I’m always
looking for opportunities for connections, and this is the
space where we grow. We can extend ourselves, our
ideas, our frames of reference.
I completely agree with this idea that growth happens
within connections. It’s interesting because in the past
three years, it seems like connection has become so
important. With the pandemic, we’ve had to create new
ways to connect with people, and I think it has led to
some interesting spaces. It put things into contrast.
Even if you are a person who likes to be along, you realize
how being with others does have meaning. I am an introvert. I’m not a super social personal. But I do like controlled engagement. When I think about connection, it is
setting up channels for exchange.
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Yes, time! It really wasn’t until this year where I realized what I truly
enjoy doing. And now that I’ve built up this methodology, I’m always
just trying to twist the prompts to fit into the thing that I’m interested
in exploring. I don’t think it was really until I started creating these
weekly books that I was really able to understand my methodology.
In a way, those began to carry me forward and allowed me to see
things that I wasn’t able to see until I put them all in conversation with
each other.
That’s actually the best way of doing it. You learn through
the making; you learn through the doing. And then you
put language to it. I hope it continues to generate new
avenues because I think that will just keep things invigorating for you. To be static is to stop moving and I think
that can be unhealthy (but perhaps restful and restorative for the next cycle of movement and growth).

I Got Something to Say—
Poster Inventory, 20132021, published by Draw
Down and designed by
Christopher Sleboda and
Kathleen Sleboda, is a collection of writing and
posters from designers,
including Jason Alejandro,
Somnath Bhatt, Elias Chen,
Ryan Diaz, Everett Epstein,
Zak Jensen, Ian Lynam,
Vaishnavi Mahendran, Anna
Sagström, Christopher
Sleboda, Kathleen Sleboda,
and Mary Yang.

Kathleen Sleboda, Mary
Yang, Somnath Bhatt,
Zak Jensen, and Ryan Diaz
(not pictured) on the panel
Fairs, Posters & Community
for the book symposium
Multiple Formats.
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Big enough to get lost on; small enough to find yourself. That’s how to use this
island. I come here to place myself in the world. Iceland is a verb and its action is
to center.
There’s a labyrinth not far from the entrance to the center of the earth. I’ve never
actually seen it but its existence here is indisputable. The possibility of obtaining
the innermost point of the earth is definitive centering. And Iceland is the definitive point of departure.
The weather or even the roads here, which are morel like paths, are labyrinths.
Things that lead a way, forcing you out into the world and more in upon yourself.
What this island defines is defines you. As long as you don’t stop there’s no getting
lost, though there is the illusion. The labyrinth razes all distinction. Disorientation
comes quickly. Your sense of place breaks down. Your relation to the world
beyond becomes tenuous. Go on long enough and doubt may isolate you. Go on
long enough and clarity will become you.

Marlene Creates’ excerpt from Autumn 2002. In a press release, Creates’ form of
dialogue is explained: “By placing the camera underwater Creates relinquishes
the photographer’s control..the artist’s presence within the landscape is
acknowledged but as if seen by the landscape itself: the river returns the
photographer’s gaze.”

—Roni Horn, Island Zombie
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1. adrienne maree brown, Emergent
Strategy, (AK Press, 2017), 113.
2. Marlene Creates, “Water Flowing to the
Sea Captured at the Speed of Light, Blast
Hole Pond River, Newfoundland 2002-2003.”
http://www.marlenecreates.ca/works/2003water.html
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Submersion

To submerge is to enter completely, without fear or doubt.
Submersion takes its time; it does not happen suddenly.
In a gathering course taught by Shiraz Gallab, the term surrender came up frequently. This idea of surrendering to
a process, letting things go, allowing things to happen and
then watching them unfold. Submersion can mean many
things; it can mean entering or becoming. In the book
Emergent Strategy, adrienne maree brown wrote,
“Remember you are water. Of course you leave salt trails.
Of course you are crying. Flow.”1
The environmental artist Marlene Creates’ work is
focused focused on her observations of the natural world.
In many of her works she studies flowing water. Creates
speaks of the ways in which flowing water mimics the
“impermanence” of our presence. Her work often becomes
a dialogue with her natural surroundings; she studies how
we are tied to our immediate environments, and the ways
in which we are shaped by surrounding landscapes.
In Water Flowing to the Sea Captured at the Speed of
Light, she points the camera on herself, submerging it in
water. In describing the work, she wrote: “My past work
has almost always had its source in travel and it emerged
from the perspective of the visitor, who pauses to observe
and then moves on. This present work is the reverse: I imagine myself as the one who is being observed. And instead
of moving across the land, I am staying in one place, and
the living world in my immediate surroundings is flowing
past me.”2
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When a system collapses, language is released from its
moorings. Words meant to encapsulate reality hang
empty in the air, no longer applicable to anything.
—Andri Snaer Magnason, On Time and Water
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We are confronted by changes that are more complex than most of what our
minds typically deal with. These changes surpass any of our previous experiences,
surpass most of the language and metaphors we use to navigate our reality.
Compare it to trying to record the sounds of a volcanic eruption. With most
devices, the sound becomes muddled; nothing can be heard but white noise.
For most people, the phrase ‘climate change’ is just white noise. Easier to have
opinions on smaller matters.
—Andri Snaer Magnason, On Time and Water

An intimate installation, meant for two people, that immerses those who sit into the
space in a video that flashes from Louisiana to Iceland. Photograph by Caitlin Dippo.

When people think of climate change, they often imagine
some sort of dystopian futuristic scene, or something that
will only become serious in the year 2100.
We find comfort in thinking of the immediate, planning out of lives in hours, days, weeks, and months. To
imagine what the world will look like in 78 years is intimidating, the image is so far in the future that it is blurred,
too slippery to grasp. But ecological collapse doesn’t exist
in sci-fi futures, it is happening now.
In a collaboration with Jack Tufts, we created an
installation to tell the stories of our homes, Iceland and
Louisiana, to show the ways the climate is already dramatically shifting in each place. We took this concept, climate
change, this term that feel so vast, a hyper-object that
seems difficult to grasp, and showed the ways in which the
climate is already being impacted in our homes with personal stories: mine of seeing a glacier declared “dead-ice,”
in Iceland and Jack’s of his evacuation during hurricane Ida.
It is not a story of the distant far-off future; it is a
story about the past and present. We reach backwards
to our grandparents to think forwards to the next generations. The next 100 years is uncertain, but we know that
our glaciers are already melting away and our sea levels
are already rising. The rate of these changes is accelerating. Time is speeding up, getting faster and faster with
each moment, before we know it, we will be tumbled into
this future.
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When I turn ninety, I will show my thirty-year-old grandchild pictures of
Skeidarárjökull on a projector screen. They’ll see a glacier that three generations
of my family had the opportunity to get to know before it vanished. When I take
a photo of a glacier, it’s like I’m recording and preserving an old woman singing an
ancient lullaby. After a thousand years, people will peer at the pictures like rare,
ancient manuscripts and try to understand what we were thinking.
—Andri Snaer Magnason, On Time and Water

To tell this story, Jack and I wanted to create an intimate
installation: one meant for only a few people to sit in at
a time. We put vinyl lettering on the floor to draw people
into the story, so that they could wade into the experience.
We made a collaborative publication, so big that two
people are meant to flip the pages together; the book included our personal stories of how the climate shifting has
impacted our families. We placed the publication on the
floor so that individuals would feel encouraged to sit within
the space.
Once seated within the space, participants are surrounded by images of water. When we first began to collaborate, Jack and I considered what brought us together.
We discovered that we both grew up near the ocean, and
although our homes are in drastically different places with
drastically different climates, they face a similar threat.
We wanted to lean into this space of contradictions, this
push and pull, the polarity of these two places. The ocean
became a way for us to connect our homes together;
it became our model and a character in the experience.
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Thanks to Kelsey Elder for all of his guidance during this project.

In this installation, we wanted to show the ways in which
the climate shifting may appear differently in Iceland and
Louisiana but that it is really the same. To encourage
a slow entry, a wading into the experience, to not overwhelm participants at first but allow for a moment to
adjust to the space.
The book was on the ground because we wanted
participants to sit on the concrete ground. Many individuals who interacted with the experience said that the cold
floor made them feel as if they were sinking. We projected
the imagery onto soft, white, cloth to highlight the tension
between the delicate nature of the material and the jarring
footage. Individuals said they felt as if they should take off
their shoes before entering the space; that it felt as if they
were stepping into someone’s home.
We were trying to evoke a feeling. If we can get
people to relate to our stories, to share similar sentiments,
then maybe they’ll linger longer in the space and consider
what will happen to our collective home if we continue down
the path we are heading towards. If we wrap our concerns
in our personal stories, then maybe we can get others to
listen. A story has the power to encourage others to come
closer, listen deeply, and perhaps sit with themselves in the
world. This installation was our attempt to shift perception:
to bring it back to the natural world around us, to present
our homes in hopes that it would encourage others to consider their own.
Much of the research referenced within my personal
story comes from Andri Snær Magnason’s tireless efforts
to bring awareness to the ways climate change is already
changing Iceland. Magnason’s book On Time and Water
inspired some of the initial thinking behind this installation.
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A translation of the video shown in the center of the
insallation; layering the footage on top of each other
in the same way the video flashes from location to location. In the installation you are surrounded by serene
images of water on the right and left. We wanted to entice
participants to enter the space and feel immersed in imagery of calm water. But at the center, a video flashes from
Iceland to Louisiana. The cuts are jarring and quick. In
one moment you see a beautiful glacier floating in a lagoon
and in the next you see footage of a hurricane. One seems
calm and the other seems like chaos but they both share the
same haunting undertone.
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When we first began to collaborate, Jack and I considered what brought us together. We discovered
that we both grew up near the ocean, and although our homes are in drastically different places with
drastically different climates, they face a similar threat.
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statement for the installation leaned into
polarity of our homes. The ocean became a way
us to connect our homes together. The followfour pages include the personal story I wrote
the publication.
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A melting land; a fading memory

Þiðnun lands; dvínandi minning

The way we talk about glaciers is changing. We used to talk about living
glaciers. When we talk about healthy glaciers, we mean ones that are constantly
in flux, a steady accumulation of snow to, in turn, deliver water. A slow but
steady movement of ice. Expanding and collapsing. In a state of balance. Now
when we talk about glaciers, we talk about dead glaciers, dying glaciers.

Það hvernig við tölum um jökla er að breytast. Einu sinni töluðum við
um lifandi jökla. Þegar talað er um heilbrigða jökla er átt við þá sem
eru alltaf ap breytast, stöðug uppsöfnun snjós til að skila vatni. Hæg en
stöðug hreyfing íss. Stækkandi og hrynjandi. Í jafnvægi. Nú þegar við
tölum um jökla, þá tölum við um dauða jökla, deyjandi jökla.

When I was young, my grandmother used to take me on long
road-trips across Iceland in the
summer. We would drive the circle
around the entire island.
As we drove, she would point to
the mountains and tell me the tale
of how it got its name and the
story embedded within the land.
Each mountain has its own name,
its own history, its own story.
We would always make sure to
stop at Snæfellsjökull, the glacier
made famous when Jules Verne
declared it the passage to the
center of the Earth. We would
drive to a path and take off our
jackets and use them to slide
down the foot of the glacier.
I remember thinking that this
was one of the things that made
Iceland such a special place: that
we could go sledding even in the
summertime. But now the glacier
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has reduced in size so much that
it doesn’t reach the path anymore.
Estimations predict it will be gone
by 2050.
We’ve already lost one. Okjökull
was Iceland’s first glacier to be
lost to climate change. It was
declared dead in 2014, at the age
of 700. What was once a sixteen
square kilometer glacier had been
shrunk to a small patch of ice.
If there is no longer movement,
this rise and fall of ice, a glacier
becomes dead ice.1
Icelanders are raised with the residue of survival in their blood. It is
a country of extremes: breathtaking beauty and terrifying weather,
always balancing this fine line, in
a state of constant readiness for
when the beautiful succumbs to
the whims of nature.
When the sunny day turns into a
windstorm. Icelanders are always

bracings themselves for the
moment when the calm will turn
into chaos. There is a saying:
“if you don’t like the weather, wait
a few minutes and it will turn.” But
how does one brace for a collapse?
Many of Iceland’s glaciers are
going to follow Okjökull’s path.
As the temperatures continue to
rise, Vatnajökull’s outlet glaciers
will disappear in the next fifty
years; and the glacier itself will
likely not last the next hundred
and fifty years.2
A memorial plaque with a letter
that is addressed to the future
stands where Okjökull once did.
It was written by the environmental activist and writer Andri Snær
Magnason. The letter reads:
Ok is the first Icelandic glacier
to lose its status as a glacier.
In the next 200 years, all our
glaciers are expected to follow

Þegar ég var ung fór amma með
mig í ferðalög um Ísland á sumrin.
Við keyrðum hringinn í kringum
eyjuna. Þegar við keyrðum, benti
hún á fjöllin og sagði mér söguna
af því hvernig þau fengu nafn sitt
og sögur um landið. Hvert fjall
hefur sitt eigið nafn, sína fortíð,
sína eigin sögu.
Við gættum þess að stoppa alltaf
við Snæfellsjökul, jökulinn sem
varð frægur þegar Jules Verne
skrifaði sögu um að þar væri gönguleið að miðju jarðar. Við keyrðum að stíg við jaðar fjallsins og
fórum úr jakkanum og notuðum
þá til að renna okkur niður
jökulræturnar.
Ég man að ég hugsaði að þetta
væri eitt af því sem gerði Ísland að
svo sérstökum stað: það að við
gátum farið á sleða jafnvel á
sumrin. En nú hefur jökullinn
minnkað svo mikið að hann nær
ekki að stígnum lengur.
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Áætlanir gera ráð fyrir að jökulinn
verði horfinn árið 2050.
Við erum nú þegar búin að tapa
einum. Okjökull var fyrsti jökullinn
sem tapast vegna loftslagsbreytinga. Hann var lýstur dauður árið
2014, þá um 700 ára að aldri. Það
sem eitt sinn var sextán
ferkílómetra jökull hafði minnkað
í lítinn ísblett. Ef það er ekki lengur
þessi hreyfing, þetta ris og fall íss,
verður jökull “dauður ís.”
Íslendingar fæðast með mjög
sjálfbjargarvitund í blóði sínu.
Þeirra land er land öfga: hrífandi
fegurð og ógnvekjandi veður,
alltaf að halda jafnvægi milli
þessa öfga, alltaf viðbúið þegar
hið fagra lætur undan duttlungum
náttúrunnar.
Þegar sólríkur dagur breytist í
fárviðri á svipstundu. Íslendingar
búa sig alltaf undir það augnablik
þegar róin breytist í glundroða.

Það er orðatiltæki sem segir:
“Ef þér líkar ekki veðrið, bíddu bara
í nokkrar mínútur og það mun
breytast.” En hvernig búum við
okkur undir hrun?
Margir jöklar á Íslandi koma til
með að mæta sömu örlögum og
Okjökull. Þar sem hitastig jarðar
heldur áfram að hækka munu
helstu skriðjöklar Vatnajökuls
hverfa á næstu fimmtíu árum;
og jökullinn sjálfur mun líklega
ekki endast næstu hundrað og
fimmtíu árin.²
Bréf til framtíðar stendur sem
minnisvarði þar sem Okjökull
var. Bréfið skrifaði Andri Snær
Magnason umhverfisverndarsinninn og rithöfundur. Í bréfinu segir:
Ok er fyrsti íslenski jökullinn
sem missir stöðu sína sem
jökull. Á næstu 200 árum er
gert ráð fyrir að allir jöklar okkar
fari sömu leið. Þessi minnisvarði
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the same path. This monument
is to acknowledge that we know
what is happening and what
needs to be done. Only you
know if we did it.
There are almost no trees in
Iceland. We instead have ice and
ash. We do not have forests; we
have great glacial lagoons. In his
book On Time and Water,
Magnason asks what will become
of the island when the ice melts.
One of my grandmother’s favorite
stories to tell me is about the time

when she and my grandfather
rode a motorcycle around the
entire island. It was a tiny little
bike, and they strapped everything they would need for a ten
day journey to it and set out. She
laughs when she tells me that
they barely made it outside of
Reykjavik because the bike
couldn’t make it up the hill. They
drove to the north of the island
and then came down through the
highlands. It was 1962, the year
before my grandparents got
married, 60 years ago.

My grandmother often talks
about the ways in which the country has changed, but she always
takes a breath before she speaks
of the glaciers. She tells me of the
spectacles they once were. How
they’ve already changed so much.
Sixty years ago, my grandmother
traveled across the island and
saw them as they were. Sixty
years from now, in 2082, at our
current estimates, Snæfellsjökull
will already be gone. In the next
200 years, all of Iceland’s glaciers
might just be a memory.

er til að viðurkenna að við vitum
hvað er að gerast og hvað þarf
að gera. Aðeins þú veist hvort
við gerðum það.
Það eru nánast engin tré á Íslandi.
Við höfum í staðinn ís og ösku. Við
höfum ekki skóga; við erum með
frábær jökullón. Í bók sinni On
Time and Water spyr Magnason
hvað verði um eyjuna þegar ísinn
bráðnar. Ein af uppáhalds sögum
ömmu minnar sem hún segir mér
er um tímann þegar hún og afi
minn óku á mótorhjóli um alla

eyjuna. Þetta var pínulítið hjól og
þau festu allt sem þau þurftu fyrir
10 daga ferð á hjólið og lögðu af
stað. Hún hlær þegar hún segir
mér að þau komust varla út fyrir
Reykjavík því hjólið komst ekki
upp brekkuna. Þau óku norður um
eyjuna og komu síðan niður um
hálendið. Það var árið 1962, árið
áður en afi og amma giftu sig, fyrir
sextíu árum. Amma mín talar oft
um hvernig landið hefur breyst, en
hún andar alltaf djúpt áður en hún
talar um jöklana. Hún segir mér
frá því stórkostlega fyrirbæri sem

þeir voru einu sinni. Hvað þeir
hafa breyst mikið. Fyrir sextíu
árum ferðaðist amma yfir eyjuna
og sá þá eins og þeir voru. Eftir
sextíu ár, árið 2082, miðað við
núverandi áætlanir, mun
Snæfellsjökull þegar vera horfinn.
Á næstu 200 árum gætu allir
jöklar Íslands bara orðið minnig.

1. Lacy M. Johnson, “How to Mourn a Glacier.”
The New Yorker, October, 2019. www.newyorker.
com/news/dispatch/how-to-mourn-a-glacier

This story can be found inside of the publication made for the installation. My
story of melting landscapes sits alongside Jack Tufts’ account of his experience
evacuating during Hurricane Ida. Our personal stories of how the climate shifting
has impacted our families are displayed next to each other within the publication.
The book is so big that two people are meant to flip the pages together.

Þessa sögu er að finna inni í ritinu sem gert var fyrir uppsetninguna. Saga mín af
landslagi sem er að þiðna er samhliða frásögn Jack Tufts af reynslu sinni af flótta
undan fellibylnum Ida. Okkar eigin persónulegu sögur af því hvernig loftslagsbreytingar hafa haft áhrif á fjölskyldur okkar eru sýndar hlið við hlið í útgáfunni. Bókin
er svo stór að það er gert ráð fyrir því að tvær manneskjur fletti blaðsíðunum saman.

2. Andri Snær Magnason, On Time and Water,
(Forlagið, 2019).
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The night we started setting our installation in
design commons we began at 4pm and were convinced we
would easily be finished by 7pm. We ended up leaving
the commons at 1am.
This is the first time I’ve put the Icelandic
language into a project. Seeing it on the floor of
the design center was a big moment for me.
Setting up the fabric was much trickier than we
thought. Hanging the poles were easy but it was
difficult to keep the fabric from falling off. After
draping the fabric, we noticed that if we folded it a
certain way, it resembled a curtain. We decided to
lean into this as a formal idea.
Matching on presentation day. Thanks to Jack Tufts
for the special collaboration.
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A Dialogue with Caitlin Dippo* and Mindy Seu*

1. This information was sourced from Mindy
Seu’s website.

**Many of my friends have been playing this
game recently where we assign colors to our
personalities. I feel like I am a dusty blue,
Caitlin said she feels like a bright orange,
and I chose green for Mindy in celebration
of the Cyberfeminism Index.
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Mindy Seu is a designer, educator, and researcher. Her work spans many topics and
disciplines. She created the Cyberfeminism Index, the Scalability Project: Cacophony of
Troubled Stories, wrote the influential text On Gathering, among many other things.1
I wanted to open up a space for a collective dialogue and so I invited my dear friend
and collaborator Caitlin Dippo to join our conversation to talk about sharing,
gathering, and care.
What follows is a conversation between me, Caitlin Dippo*, and Mindy Seu* that
became more of a celebration of collaboration and friendship.

1. Kameelah Janan Rasheed’s
Scoring the Stacks, 2021 was
published by Brooklyn Public
Library.
2. Harvard University Graduate
School Of Design

A Collective Dialogue

I’m interested in the tracing that begins to happen
when you look at Cyberfeminism Index online. I like this
idea that you can record the way you have been interacting with the site. I was inspired by your work with
Cyberfeminism Index and the CSS project. In my thesis
book, I’m interested in incorporating these notions into
my thesis book. Tracing the lineage of my references.
There is a workshop by Kameelah Janan Rasheed, called
Scoring the Stacks, I.1 They had a scanner and people
were asked to scan different entries and collate them to
create their own readers. This is different from your
publication, but I wonder if there is a way to basically
encourage remixing, removing, and reshuffling.
Ásta is really good at collecting other people’s voices
and other people’s words. It is almost more than just
curation. I brought up the word remixing last night. It is
the gathering of multiple voices together with your own
perspective. I’ve always admired that about her work.
It’s nice to hear you use this word too.
When you unpack the word remixing, it really does feel
like a sampling. It’s not that you are just representing an
existing work. You’re representing it in a new context
with your own voice on top. It does feel that even if there
is a semblance of the source in whatever you do, it’s a
completely new work. Even in the “On Gathering,” paper,
I wrote how curating and collecting is a form of authorship too. To resequence something positions it in a totally
different way.
My mentor at the GSD2, Jeffrey Schnapp said that to
anthologize is actually quite violent. Because by pulling
something out of their context and putting them on
something else, there’s such a danger of losing the original context, losing the author, etc. And this is why so
many citational trails are broken. And doing this with
care is an important task.
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Cyberfeminism Index is facilitated and gathered by Mindy Seu. The website
was designed in collaboration with and developed by Angeline Meitzler, with
frontend support from Janine Rosen and PDF support from Charles Broskoski.
The typeface is Arial by Patricia Saunders and Robin Nicholas. Using their
metrics, Laura Coombs designed the encircled cross-reference numbers to
make a complementary pairing.

In the Cyberfeminism Index, Mindy Seu considers the term “Cyberfeminism,” as the
imperfect “umbrella term,” since it is rooted in the history of feminism which, as Seu
writes, has a complicated history of exclusion. She writes, “Cyberfeminism cannot be
reduced to women and technology. Nor is it about the diffusion of feminism through
technology. Combining cyber and feminism was meant as an oxymoron or provocation, a critique of the cyberbabes and fembots that stocked the sci-fi landscapes of the
1980s. The term is self-reflexive: technology is not only the subject of cyberfeminism,
but its means of transmission. It’s all about feedback.”
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I’m really glad you brought up this term gathering. It is
perhaps why we are talking today. In a way, I gather
stories and words. But Caitlin’s work is more focused on
a gathering of people. She has been doing this in her
practice in a really exciting way. Every Monday, she
hosts gatherings around a table. She invites others to
sit with her at a bright green table, where she provides
coffee and various prompts to make us either more
comfortable or engage in a form of a healing practice.

recording as a form of documentation. And someone
who watched that recording without having been there,
and they said they felt very detached. And that was
really hard to hear because being at the gatherings
themselves feels really special and good. For someone
to watch that and not understand that was tough to
hear but good to hear now. I do think that audio recordings could be a big part of telling the story. Hearing
anecdotes from people who have sat around the table.
Me not speaking for them, but allowing them to use
their own voice to tell those stories.

I’ve really enjoyed sitting around this table since it is
such a joy to find moments to sit with others in the
sunshine but I also have engaged in prompts she has
given, and they’ve really helped me. A few weeks ago,
I burned my self-doubt! Now, every time I feel doubtful
of myself, I just bring this image of the paper burning to
mind and tell myself I’ve burned this and it cannot come
back. It is such a nice reminder of something physical, it
brings me out of my head, and reminds me to keep
trusting myself.
I’ve been inviting people to sit around the table to see
how space is shaped by gathering. I´m trying to perform
acts of care through gathering. One thing that I’ve been
finding hard to bring into an academic practice is the
idea of decentering myself. Moving from caring for into
caring with. What it means to gather together, to be the
host of that gathering, and then to remove yourself
from the center of that practice. You’ve done a lot of
talking about not being the expert in the room. I wonder
if you could talk about how you decenter yourself in the
work when you are the gatherer.

The other thing that I’ve been trying to do is change the
table that we gather around; edit the space based on
how people reacted to the gathering. Hopefully by the
end of the project, the table will become this
Frankenstein materialization of all of the gatherings. It’s
been a lot harder to do than it is to imagine. But if I can
do that accurately, then people can begin to see the
history of these gatherings in the work itself.
I love that. Even referring back to mapping how things
grow or age, trying to somehow leave traces on an
object as a proxy for storytelling, I feel like this could be
so powerful.

Caitlin prompted participants to write
something that no longer serves them on a
sheet of paper, and gave us the chance to
burn it up. I wrote down “self-doubt,” and
burned it into the ether. Now, whenever
I question myself, I bring this image to
mind, and see it floating away.

I’m thinking about strategic ways of layering that. You
can annotate the table. People could leave something
behind. How do you show the tree rings as each of these
things happen? I don’t have an answer, but it does seem
like a good prompt. How do we map these things to the
site where they occurred? Or to the object it was
around? This is why in galleries after an event or after a
time-based performance, the documentation is the
remnants on the floor. If you see a video of a party it is
different than going into a space and seeing all of the
trash and aftermath. It can be such a different thing. I
do wonder how you can leave that tracing. Or create a
situation to encourage that kind of mark making.

In “The Art of Gathering,” Priya Parker talks about social
gathering. I feel like my practice is very material gathering oriented, even if there is a social component.
What I liked about this is, it’s impossible to become
invisible. I think it is important to decenter yourself, as
you were saying, but you will always be a presence in
the room, and a participant, and a facilitator. I think it is
the facilitation that makes these gatherings feel intimate or combative or whatever tone you’re trying to
achieve. For social gatherings, I wonder how to document them. Because the artifact that comes out of
them is so different from the thing itself, as it should be.
This is why I think that recordings are such a disservice.
It is the default documentation method, but it doesn’t
capture the affect of the actual thing. How are you
thinking about capturing this for your thesis?

Caitlin invited me to collaborate with her on this project
one week, where she was hosting the gathering. And
I came with another collaborator of mine. We tied chairs
around the table, and we asked people to make a book in
real time. We asked people to collage, write, draw, and
photograph the gathering. It was an accordion that we
began and then built as we went. That was really special
and exciting for me, because it was the first time we’ve
actually collaborated together. I would just love to hear
more about the importance of collaboration in your work.

This is such a prudent question. It’s something that I’m
working through, and something that I recently got a bit
of a harsh critique on, and it was exactly because of
what you said, because I had been using film and
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I just want to point out how, from the start of this interview, both of you are so keen on gassing up the other
person. It’s so nice to see that kind of camaraderie.
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In terms of collaboration, I never work alone. It makes
my process so slow. And I feel like there’s too much
self-criticism or uncertainty that I like having someone
to bounce off of. And it’s just more fun. Every project
that you saw was in collaboration with someone like
Laura Coombs, or Angeline Meitzler, or Laurel Schwulst.
Typically, people have different skill sets they bring to
the table. I’ve never actually worked with someone who
does exactly what I do, because I’d imagine maybe it
gets too close. There’d be some friction there and
maybe not in a good way. When I work with someone
who is great at development, writing or technical
production, these are the spaces where it feels like we
can make something so much bigger than ourselves.
Not to mention, they point out your blind spots. I’m sure
you’ve been realizing a lot of this too.

nity at RISD for all of the things that they have given to
me. I’m thinking of a thesis book from Elaine Lopez, a
student who graduated a few years ago. In her thesis
she embedded a Word doc that included all of her writings of her everyday life in her Fall semester of her
Thesis year. All of the things that were going on in her
mind, and how dark her thoughts became sometimes.
And for me to discover this in the Fall of my thesis year
was so incredible to me and really helped me get
through a particularly dark moment. I’m trying to do the
same and also be vulnerable and open. But It’s been
difficult and sometimes hard for me to grapple with. I’d
love to hear your thoughts on this.
I mean, that’s such a beautiful idea. We often have to
separate work and life. Our personal life is distinct from
our work life. When we’re talking about our work projects, it’s not considered appropriate to embed a lot of
personal anxieties or feelings into that space. That’s
also something that can be totally subverted. As you’re
working on a project, you’re having so many connections and realizations, when you’re not even thinking
about this thing, or emotional ups and downs as you’re
developing that process. Incorporating all of that for a
future reader. It feels so generous. It feels like an
extended form of group therapy across time or something. And I’ve never actually seen that before. That’s a
nice reference for me to hear too. I love the idea of
trying to embed more of that into most of these projects, or just showing processes in general, that’s not
taboo, but it’s not super common.

I think that’s one of the joys of being in grad school too.
At times it can feel siloed, but we really are in this great
design community. So much of our friendship is just
going over other’s projects and, right, just gassing each
other up. Just telling each other we can do it. Working
alone is so slow. You can get so in your head. It almost
comes back to sharing a survival as this literal practice.
We watched a Fred Moten lecture a few weeks ago and
he said his work doesn’t exist until he shares it, or it
doesn’t become his own until I share it. I just keep thinking about how hard it is to share but how important it is.
And being so open to, after that sharing, collecting feedback. And thoughts on that process. It’s very vulnerable.
I think that is why, with the right collaborator, feedback
feels generative rather than bad. There is this quote by
this early cyberfeminist scholar named Robin Morgan,
who said that connectivity is considered the genius of
feminism. I felt this so hard, because I’m not even that
extroverted, but I love working with other people and
really going deep into a space.

There’s this preciousness of ownership where you want
to hoard things. And there’s a fear of someone taking it.
But I think this comes from the lack of attribution
culture, and not because people are actually stealing
your work. If we embed more of the process within the
work we’d maybe act forthcoming. Perhaps we have to
practice by doing. I’m curious how you’re planning on
embedding that in your book, though, do you think it
would be a distinct section? Have you already been
journaling about these daily feelings?

It's nice to have a partner who is almost acting as a
mirror. You take turns reflecting something back to
each other. Similar to how you both began by saying “it
was nice hearing you describe my project back to me.”
In these reflections, the work can be read so differently.
Many of our conversations are us trying to work out our
ideas with each other, and supporting each other. But
I’m really glad you brought up this word vulnerability.
I am really grateful for how open you are about your
work. Putting your lecture notes in the inspector tool;
publishing things that are still in progress.

Yeah, I wrote my own version of this in the Fall. I entered
my thoughts into a Word document that I wrote every
single day, very much inspired by Elaine. I don’t know
how I’m going to work that in. It’s very personal. And it’s
really something that I’m struggling with. I’m often
putting myself on display to show the ways in which I’m
working through difficult questions. It’s a funny game
that I play. Sometimes I feel really brave. And sometimes I don’t feel brave.

I feel like I’m trying my best to adopt this generosity in
my own practice. I feel grateful to the design commu-

But you also published the writings in those weekly
books. I think that that’s a really good way of sharing.
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Oh right, of course. That is a good reminder and something I completely forgot about for a moment. Thanks
for that.

When I’m trying to bring people together around my
table, I think the first step is getting them to trust me, so
that I can then host gatherings where people feel
comfortable to be vulnerable.

Maybe they’re not on your mind because they felt so
personal and they weren’t widely shared. But whenever
I see anyone being vulnerable, I think they’re being so
brave, and so generous because we all face insecurities.
We all face struggles in our work and to see someone
else grappling with it is such a relief. It’s helpful to see.

That’s very well said, I love this idea, or I think it’s important to say, or for me to even remember that care is
determined by the receiver. It’s a really nice way of
framing it because people accept care in so many
different ways. And I feel like that’s why these love
languages were a nice way to figure out how one likes to
receive or give care.

I think exposing that in a caring way. In caring for yourself too. I wonder how to do that in a way where it’s still
vulnerable and open. I don’t know if there’s a way to
censor or omit certain sections. I think there are still
ways of showing this process without having to reveal
everything, if you feel that it won’t benefit you or the
future reader.

Maybe we can end with our fun question?
Yeah! We were reading about how you start self-initiated projects. And you talked about how it’s a lot of
wandering, both physically and on the internet, by going
on walks and going down certain rabbit holes. We were
wondering if you were going down any rabbit holes or
wandering towards anything right now.

Thank you for the reminder. I’ve been also playing with
this idea of being vulnerable, but then cloaking it a bit as
a protective measure. I’m from Iceland, and I speak
Icelandic, and I was interested in telling the story of
something that happened to me that was quite traumatic. I wanted to tell the story but not reveal all of it.
I told the story in Icelandic and made a short video project, but then I only showed it to people who speak English.

Oh, this is a good question. Because I feel like I’ve always
been such a five-year planner. I’ve had this set of scaffolding that allows for some improvisation and I’ve been
able to make various projects along that timeline. But
I’m at the point right now where, after this project is
done, which has taken over so many years of my life.
I don’t know what’s after that. And it’s the first time
I haven’t known.

Language is such an important part of the projects.
Using language as a way of being extremely accessible,
for instance in coding languages. But also using
language, and playing with the concealment of it, as a
way that you can keep things for yourself. The blurring
of words or the redaction of certain words.

I have these snippets of things that I really like doing.
Thinking about these unstable signs and glyphs, thinking about performative indexes, but in terms of what
that will turn into, I have no idea. Your question feels
relevant because I’m in the midst of starting this
wander. And it’s kind of scary. But I also trust that I will
be able to conceive of something that feels resonant for
me, and hopefully, for other people as well.

This is a random inappropriate quote. Or, not scholarly.
Rihanna said “they didn’t deserve to know me like that.”
When I heard this, it stuck with me. There’s something
about overt transparency, being vulnerable requires
trust, from both sides. I think regarding comments
about care, this idea of cloaking feels like a way to do
that. You’re trying to see if they’re able to provide
comfort based on your affect before actually taking
that next step. I think that’s a form of boundary setting,
trusting, and not over divulging.

When David Reinfurt came to my class, one of the
students asked him how he was able to explore the
same theme in his projects. He said that he never felt
his projects were related. When looking back at it, retrospectively, he said that they all had a through line
because he was interested in them.

I’ve been thinking about care a lot as well. The idea that
care is determined by the receiver. You can care for
yourself and you determine what is self-care. But you
can’t go to someone and say I’m going to care for you
unless they accept it, want it, or maybe need it so badly
that they can’t choose otherwise. But I think that so
much of caring for someone is first establishing a sense
of trust, whether it’s with yourself, or again, with the
reader
or
the
participant.
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This gave me a lot of peace. I don’t have to think of a
precursor or a sequel to this project, I just have to
continue to follow my intuition and my research, and to
trust that it will feel connected to the other thing.
Because we’re all complex. It doesn’t just have to be
another index. I’m mid-wander right now. Early wander.
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That is exactly what I’ve been reassuring myself. The
thesis feels so important and final, but if you can see it
as a first step, then you can just keep taking those steps.
That is what has been so exciting for me to recognize in
making this thesis in past few months. In it, nothing is
final, everything is in progress, everything is just another
step carrying you forward.
I think the most important thing here is, regardless of
the project, you’ve developed a method for how you
work, that’s the hardest part. Now that you have a
method, you can apply that to a lot of different contexts
and themes. But that methodology is solely yours. No
one else will have the same one. I always found some
reassurance in that, too.
That’s a really great way to end this. Wise words.
Thanks again for your generosity.
Thanks for reaching out. I learned so much from our
conversation too. I’ll definitely be percolating on those
things. Good luck with your wanders!
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When I think about the way we were using the term ‘study,’ I think we were committed to the
idea that study is what you do with other people. It’s talking and walking around with other
people, working, dancing, suffering, some irreducible convergence of all three, held under the
name of speculative practice.

A serious of photographs that show how the publication opens.

A Conversation Piece

—Fred Moten, The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study
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1. Seu, Mindy. On Gathering. Shift Space.
https://issue1.shiftspace.pub/
on-gathering-mindy-seu
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In collaboration with Jack Tufts, we created bright pink
chairs that would serve as a conversation piece. Spring
was coming closer and closer, and we wanted to celebrate
the bright changing of seasons with a light-hearted
gathering. We initially tied the chairs together near the
canal. But we then decided to collaborate further, bringing
in Caitlin Dippo and her bright green table. We asked
people to gathered around her green table and our pink
stools and asked them to consider what ties us together.
We then asked people to contribute to a book that we were
making in real time. We asked people to collage, write,
draw, and photograph the gathering. It was an accordion
that we began and then built as we went.
In Mindy Seu’s article On Gathering, she references
Ursula k. Le Guin’s “Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction,” in
considering why gathering is so imperative. Seu writes:
Le Guin posits the first human tool as the basket, not
the spear, thereby recasting the first protagonist as a
gatherer, not a hunter. Not only did this address the deeply
gendered roles of these two parts, it also changed the
singular hero to the plural collective, from he to we. ‘Before
the tool that forces energy outward,’ she writes, ‘we made
the tool that brings energy home.’ Gathering, for Le Guin, is
not a masculine, techno-utopian process of disruption or
of moving fast and breaking things, but the methodical,
deep labor that comes from ‘looking around, rather than
looking ahead,’ from gathering rather than hunting.1
153
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We wanted to activate an often-overlooked space. We noticed that there is an area in the middle of the
Providence canal that is frequently ignored, people walk past without stopping. We wanted to create
bright pink stools that would entice people to linger in the space.

There were a few pleasant surprises in the way people
engaged with the chairs. Some opted to put them in a
row and use them to lay down.
158
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We then hosted a gathering around a bright green
table. It was a sunny day in the weeks before the end
of the semester. We tied our bright pink chairs around
Caitlin’s vibrant green table to attract people to
come and sit with us for a while. We provided coffee
and tools to draw, collage, or photograph the experience. We then asked people to respond to the prompt:
What ties us together today, tomorrow, in one year,
in ten years?
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We asked everyone to include the time they created
their entry, to timestamp the event. It was exciting
to see how people interpreted the question, and to
solicit various visual and written responses. But for
me, the best part of this project was the collaboration with Caitlin Dippo and Jack Tufts. It was the first
time I had collaborated with my dear friend Caitlin,
and it was such a treat to work with both Catlin and
Jack. Friends, Flowers, and Sunshine became the title
for the accordion. And in the end, this is really what
this project was about. It was a gathering to connect
people around a table to each other, and to that particular moment in time.
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An Attempt to Build a Collective Memory

In an attempt to “sync” together all members of my experiential design class, I wanted to create a
moment of syncopation in a shared experience of remembering someone close. I led participants down
a path in their minds and when we arrived back in the room, I passed around pamphlets that asked
participants about specific memories of the person they had in their minds. I gathered everyone’s
responses and stitched together a shared memory.Everyone wrote such sweet, caring notes about the
person they remembered. Thanks to everyone who participated in this project.
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1. Hansdóttir, Elín and Rebecca Solnit.
Path–Journey to the Center. (Crymogea, 2012).

A Collective Memory

To embrace the future, the dark, you make. Making is letting go of your own stuff
into the world, of the ideas and offspring that the breeze of time takes away as
though you were a dry dandelion, a thistle, a milkweed, a poplar whose seeds
travel on the winds of time, in this way the wind makes love to flowers and seeds,
in this way that time tears them apart and carries them onward. The white
ghosts of those seeds travel forward in time and land when the wind ceases to
bear them up and then only maybe to take root and start the story over again, or
another story.
—Rebecca Solnit, Journey to the Center

I’m still afraid of the dark. It seems a bit silly to admit. But
it is really only in the deep darkness of the Icelandic countryside in the Winter that I am truly afraid. The darkness
that surrounds you and covers you like a blanket. This type
of darkness has always disoriented me, made me question
myself, caused me to stop in my tracks. My mind always
begins to see things in the darkness that aren’t there.
In an experiential design course, one of the first projects we were assigned asked us to sync up all of the members of our classroom in some way. I wanted to create a
scenario that would work towards a synching the room in
memory; connecting everyone in an act of remembrance.
I was reading Rebecca Solnit when I began thinking of the
best ways to approach this idea. In Journey to the Center,
Solnit said to fear the darkness is to fear the unknown, the
unseeable, the obscure. In this book Solnit is talking about
a work that was made by the Icelandic artist Elín Hansdóttir,
and this became my inspiration for a project. Hansdóttir
created a physical installation called Path that winds
through a gallery or a museum. It is a narrow path with
light entering in through various vertical and horizontal
slits. In the work, Hansdóttir explores “the experiential
(perceived and subliminal) content of spatial emptiness.”1
I’ve become more and more interested in the idea
of the labyrinth. The dizzying, decentering, disorientation
space where the journey exists without beginning or end.
I wanted to create a shared experience that could work to
disorient someone. I was inspired by Hansdóttir but I knew
I couldn’t create a dark tunnel for participants to travel
down. But that didn’t matter because I wanted to create
something to exist within the imagination.
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Kindness, compassion, generosity, are often talked
about as though they’re purely emotional virtues, but
they are also and maybe first of all imaginative ones.
You see someone get hurt—maybe they get insulted or
they’re just very tired—and you feel for them. You take
the information your senses deliver and interpret it,
often in terms of your own experience, until it
becomes vivid to you. Or you work harder and study
them to imagine the events you don’t witness, the suffering that is not on the surface.
I love this idea of kindness, compassion, and generosity as
beginning in the imagination. You imagine the suffering of
others when you see their own, and you begin to carry it yourself, mirror neurons firing rapidly. In Path, Solnit wrote that we
travel in stories and by stories, “our life is a story being written
by feet and imagination, a story that we ourselves are in part
the author of even though we have little idea how it will turn
out, what the next winding of the labyrinth is.”
I was interested in the ways we could travel into our
own minds, find someone we hold close, and bring them into
the space, allowing their presence to be a comfort. The idea
being that if we can all feel close to this fictional memory then
perhaps we could all feel a bit closer to each other. In this way,
perhaps our shared memory and mutual vulnerability could
foster closeness. As Solnit said, “In the dark we find ourselves
and each other, if we reach out, if we keep going, if we listen,
if we go deeper.”
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To the right is an image of Elín Hansdóttir’s “Path,” which was my inspiration for this
project. The overlayed text is my proposal for our shared moment. I gathered all the
responses to the questions and made a proposal for a shared moment. I stitched together
everyone’s responses, using the physical traits and memories provided, to weave a story
that everyone could relate to. A fictional collective memory of someone we all hold
close. A memory of someone non-existent except for in that moment, in that classroom.
Thanks to everyone in my Experiential Design class who participated in this project.

I wanted to lead people on a journey towards remembering
someone close to them. I began in a dark room. The goal
was to disorient people in the beginning so that they would
imagine someone close to them, someone who would
guide them, someone who they trust. There were about
ten people who participated. I made participants linger on
the face of this person they are remembering. This person
would lead them down a path that would eventually take
them out of the room.
After we went down the path in our minds and
arrived back in the room, I passed around a small pamphlet
where each participant was asked two questions. One
relating to a physical trait of this person and one relating to
a memory they shared with this person; most of all of the
pamphlets had a different question in them. I wanted to
then stich all these physical traits and memories together to
weave something that everyone could relate to.
A potential fictional collective memory of someone we
all hold close. A memory of someone non-existent except for
in this space of this room. In the Far North of Experience,
Solnit wrote:

A Collective Memory
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Drift into Iridescence
1. Tavi Meraud, “Iridescence Intimacies,”
What’s Love (or Care, Intimacy, Warmth,
Affection) Got to Do with It? (Berlin:
Sternberg Press, 2017.)
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Drifting into Iridescence

For an experience design project, Jack Tufts and I worked
to re-imagine an everyday object. We began with a cushion.
As we have become more and more tethered to our desks,
we often will add cushions to our chairs for more comfort.
We can think of the cushion as this physical thing: a cushion as a pillow or a pad stuffed with a soft material to use
as a comfortable support to lean on. But we can also think
of the cushion as something more metaphorical; something that softens the effects of an impact.
We re-imagined the idea of the cushion to create a
buffer space. A space where you can enter into a circular
iridescent space. In a circle, there are no beginnings and no
endings. There is no sense of a start. There is no need for
an end. In this space, you are not going anywhere. You
don’t leave but you are on a path. The iridescent buffer
works as a way to soften the world around you.
In eflux journal, Tavi Meraud argues that iridescence
begins at the surface; a trace or residue of a surface interacting with air and light. That iridescence is only as it is
seen. Meraud writes:
The surface is only insofar as we, the perceivers, encounter it.
The surface is only so long as it is perceived… Our perception,
we could say, is the analogue of the water strider’s feet on the
surface of the water. The moment our perception makes contact, the surface tightens into itself; it becomes. Our experience of surface, our experience of how the surface operates, is
a localization of a densification, of multiple images/elevations/layers cohering in that moment of perception. This is
the operation of surface tension, when the surface of the
water becomes the surface. We may still encounter the surface as monolithic, as a solid integument, though it is in fact
a series of elements brought together into a scintillating plane
of perception.
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Wading Into Collapse
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Donna Haraway once wrote, ‘Life is a window of vulnerability.
It seems a mistake to close it.’ How better to describe the present
than as a window closed so long that in its fogginess, it resembles
a wall? Language is a stud finder, searing for something. We tap at
the walls in pursuit of glass. We take reality, and we break it apart.
Vulnerability isn’t just about letting someone in; it is also about
getting out. We are trying, desperately to remember a way of relating to on another that’s more community, less contagion. We are
rugged, not in our individualism, but in our instance on an otherwise. Of course there is grief, but there is something else we found
here in the remain.
—Alok Vaid-Menon, “Letters to the Future,” SSENSE

Stills from a video that Justin Sengly recorded of Caitlin Dippo dancing down a hallway in the fletcher
building. In the video, she walks through a door, as if a portal, into a room with bright lights and bodies
dancing. It captures a moment of lightness as she bounces and skips with pure joy down a hallway. It was
taken on January 17th, 2020. For us, in Providence, it was still in the before-times. When the everyday
slipped so easily into the extraordinary. When things didn’t require so much risk and so much calculation.
I wanted to write a love letter to spontaneity but I ran out of time. Instead, I’ll write a love letter to this
memory, and to my friendship with both Caitlin and Justin, and this night, and the ways we’ve adjusted, recalibrated, and grown since it.

In the past few years, we’ve had to rearrange, rebuild, and
reconstruct our understanding of how to live; how to
communicate with each other. We reconsidered our
relationship to the ways we interact with each other and
the world around us. As my cohort entered the space of
graduate school, the world fell apart around us, and it is
continuing to fall apart again and again.
Rebecca Solnit wrote that a labyrinth is “an ancient
device that compresses a journey into a small space, winds
up a path like thread on a spool.” It contains five parts:
a beginning, confusion, perseverance, arrival, and return.
In order to move forward you must wander, “become lost,
spin about, and then only after the way has become
overwhelming and absorbing, arrive, have gone the great
journey without having gone far on the ground.”1 The past
few years have become a study in the destabilizing. But
perhaps we can embrace this unraveling. It is only when we
disorient ourselves, dizzying ourselves, that we are able to
see in a different light.
In the fall of my second year here, I put a sticky note
above my desk. It read: “What is a Designer?” I looked at
this question each day as I began to delve more deeply into
creating a graphic design practice. The question began to
haunt me as I could never really answer it. I still can’t
answer it, but I can answer what I’m interested in working
towards. I’d like to use graphic design to encourage
thoughtfulness, a deeper consideration for our surrounding world. I made a list, one among many, of a few things
I think design could be. The list has grown exponentially
since I first asked myself this question. The list will keep
growing as I continue to ask myself this question. A few,
very select, entries read:

1. Rebecca Solnit, The Faraway Nearby,
(Penguin, 2014.)
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Design as writing, curating, and editing.
Design as inquiry.
Design as storytelling.
Design as listening.
Design as unraveling.
Design as consideration.
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Who hears you? We live inside each other’s thoughts and works.
You build yourself out of the materials at hand and those you seek
out and choose, you build your beliefs, your alliances, your affections,
your home, though some of us have far more latitude than others in
all those things. You digest an idea or an ethic as though it was bread,
and like bread it becomes part of you. Out of all this comes your
contribution to the making of the world, your sentences in the ongoing interchange.
—Rebecca Solnit, The Far North Experience

At the end of the day, it was important for me to choose the bravery because
if we don't record our authentic selves, if we don't look to preserve how we made
movement or how we moved amongst things, then we potentially fail to show
others that they're not doing it wrong.

Alex Da Corte and Jayson Musson’s collaboration “Easternsports.” In this project,
the two longtime friends, collaborated for together for the first time. I stumbled
upon this image from Alex Da Corte at the library in the first month of my thesis
Fall semester. It felt apt for how I was feeling about the next year.

Positioning Acknowledgements

—Kelsey Elder, Said in one of our many advising meetings
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1. Fred Moten, The Undercommons:
Fugitive Planning & Black Study
(Autonomedia, 2013), p 64.
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Positioning Acknowledgements

Nothing in this book was made alone. In this book, everything began with conversations. In The Undercommons:
Fugitive Planning & Black Study, Fred Moten, in an interview
with Stevphen Shukaitis, said, “When I think about the way
we use the term ‘study,’ I think we are committed to the
idea that study is what you do with other people. It’s talking
and walking around with other people, working, dancing,
suffering, some irreducible convergence of all three, held
under the name of speculative practice.”
In the end, this thesis is a gathering of the past three
years of collaboration. A curated collection of the conversations I’ve had, walks I’ve gone on, and moves I’ve made.
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I always buy my coats with huge pockets. It is better to
have bigger pockets, you see, that way you’ll never need
a purse, and you can always carry a small journal or
book—a lesson learned from Susan Sontag by way of a
memoir written by Sigrid Nunez.2 I manically consumed
Sontag’s diaries when in college as a way of trying to discover who I could be in the world. Robert Bresson’s
Pickpocket was one of her favorite films, and so, naturally,
for a while, it was mine too. I learned how to live from the
writings of others.
I learned about the importance of observation and
note-taking from Lydia Davis. From Rebecca Solnit,
I discovered that reading can be a form of traveling. A journey can be folded into the compressed space of a book
and unfolded within your own imagination and understanding; sometimes it is just as important to get lost on
this journey. From bell hooks, I began to surround myself
with love. I learned how to shed my digital skin from
Legacy Russell. From Sheila Heti, I started to note seemingly useless everyday thoughts and saw how they could
turn into something much larger.
Just as I learned how to live from writing, I learned
how to build a design methodology through the thoughts,
references, and writings shown to me in the past three
years at RISD. James Goggin first told me that writing can
be its own form of design. Kelsey Elder helped me realize
that my work is a form of dialogue. Ramon Tejada showed
me that I use words as if they are props. Nora Khan helped
me to realize the importance of both following a path and
diverting from it. Cem Eskinazi encouraged me to have
fun with the process. Ryan Waller showed me how type
can be used as its own form of storytelling. Shiraz Gallab
encouraged me to break the rules a bit. Anne West helped
me frame and shape every single thought I had running
around my overly eager mind. And everyone I encountered
in the studio helped guide me along the way.
Language became a way to guide my projects in
graduate school. When the pandemic lock-down began,
I studied Emily Dickinson’s writings and her self-imposed
isolation and Olivia Laing’s writings on solitude. From these
studies, I made a publication about the liminal spaces
within the confines of my own apartment and a book where
I sourced people’s notes from quarantine. When the pandemic stress and burnout had become second nature
to my peers, I turned to Courtney Cassidy’s “Slow Manifesto,”
and made a slow, mostly useless, website. Ryan Gander’s
Loose Associations, became a new way to frame my practice into a form of considered wandering, and I made my
own book that tracked my seemingly disjointed thoughts.
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Stills from Robert Bresson’s Pickpocket. There isn’t the most dialogue in
this movie, but it is expertly choreographed. I was never a fan of the
redemption through love storyline but I did love the almost claustrophobic,
long drawn out scenes of the character pickpocketing people. I became
fascinated with Bresson’s intense study of hand gestures.

LEARNING HOW TO BE

Ursula K. LeGuin wrote, “Love doesn’t just sit there, like a
stone, it has to be made, like bread; remade all the time,
made new.”3 I am constantly breaking myself down in
order to build anew. I am working and reworking my
method, my process, and my outcomes. In this way, I have
begun to think of my methodology as a series of beginnings. I’m always starting over again, and the beginning is
truly the most exciting part.

LANGUAGE AS A GUIDE

2. Sigrid Nunez, Sempre Susan: A memoir of
Susan Sontag(Penguin, 2011), p 31.
3.Ursula K. Le Guin, The Lathe of Heaven
(Diversion Books, 2014), p 159.

Positioning Acknowledgements

I experiment with language to see what it can reveal. The
work takes many forms: a prompt, a script, a dialogue. It
slips into various topics and slides from medium to
medium. Vacillating between Icelandic and English; I’ll use
Icelandic as a cloaking mechanism; and show video work
in Icelandic to an audience that doesn’t speak that language. I’ll take a word that I’ve carried with me most of my
life, mold it as if it were clay, and consider the ways I’ve
formed myself to fit the word. We are told stories about
the way we are meant to move through the world. We are
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told these stories before we even understand the true
weight of them. Peeling them apart, layer by layer, we can
begin to study what lingers beneath the surface. Through
this method of disturbing what is below, new formations
can occur. I’ll hold the words closely, passing them back
and forth between my hands, as I question language’s
existing structures. I am working to probe more deeply
into the stories we both tell and are told. adrienne maree
brown said, “we have relationships and accountability to
the kinds of stories we tell. Art is either upholding the status quo, or disrupting the status quo. Class, race, gender,
sexism, nationalism, militarism… the toxic energies of our
time want to come through us. They want to come out.
They need to be rewritten, and we have to be conscious
about how that happens, so that we’re not writing the
same narrative.”4
WORDS AS MATERIALS

These collections of words provided direction to my wandering. They became little stories, ways of making sense
of the world—and signposts that directed my wandering.
This weekly cataloging began to carry me forward.
In a conversation with Mindy Seu and Caitlin Dippo,
this fragmented thought became even more consequential. Seu referenced a conversation between one of her
students and David Reinfurt, when asked how he was able
to make all his work on the same theme, his response was
that he felt none of his projects were related. And that
looking back at them, the only through line between the
projects was his interest in them. Seu mentioned that if
you continue to follow your intuition and research, you can
trust that it will feel connected to the other thing.
Collections provide direction to a practice of wandering. These connections are little stories, ways of making sense of the world—and sign posts that direct my
wandering. I came to graphic design through storytelling
and narrative, and I’m interested in how design allows for
the curation and creation of new worlds.

I use words to build a vessel; stories can become a place
to live in for a while. Words become a tool. Laying them
down, as if brick by brick, I build a home to exist in for a
moment. When this moment passes, when it has served
me, I step away, letting it become restless, undomesticated. In this way it can shift its meaning. It is not abandoned; it is becoming something else.
Through abstractions I aim to provide accessibility to
an idea on multiple levels, to create layers of meaning. I’m
interested in image-making, how meaning is made through
symbolism, and how identity is molded. I set these ideas in
motion, but then I step away, and view them in various contexts, eliciting viewer feedback, and from that feedback,
I create new interpretations.
INDEXING
Note-taking can become a way to trace where you are
heading; a way to map your forward momentum. In the
Fall of 2021, I kept a thesis journal, inspired by Elaine
Lopez’s practice and her own thesis book and journal.
Each day, I would open the same word document, and
write at least a few sentences on what I was thinking of
that day. Most of these writings are just fragments of
thoughts, many are written in a panic, most are indecipherable at this point. But there are some moments of
clarity within these 6,000 words. A note from October 8th
seem fitting:
I feel like I’m constantly searching for my narrow area
of interest. But it is impossible to narrow down. I am interested in so many things. I get captivated by a thought and
follow that pattern until I’ve exhausted it.
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4. adrienne maree brown, “On vulnerability,
playfulness, and keeping yourself honest,”
July 11, 2019, thecreativeindependent.com/
adrienne-maree-brown-on-vulnerability-playfulness-and-keeping-yourself-honest/.
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I’ve been thinking about the relationship of this practice [of daily writing] to other daily
rituals—whether mindfulness, exercise, movement, or yoga. Meditating or exercising every day
surely leaves a trace on your mind and body and spirit, but it’s much harder to rewind the clock,
open up an archive of your body, and identify just what changed on a particular day. This is
much easier to do with, say, a journal page or pencil sketch or painted canvas. And so, such acts
of daily mark-making, whatever the method, appear to encourage the development of a
continuous ‘self ’ over time—the same sense of bounded identity that may be a prerequisite for
the fleeting, evanescent notion of an individual author or artist.

The books all have the same surface exterior but they fold out in various ways.

Weekly Index Books

— Prem Krishnamurthy, “Pompeii”
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Weekly Index

Note-taking can become a way to trace where you are
heading; a way to map your forward momentum. In the
fall of my thesis year, I created weekly process books that
worked as a way to catalog my thinking, reading, and
research of the week. My design work always begins with
writing, and I created these books as a way to organize my
thoughts, and bring others into this process.
The collection of the writing into the form of a weekly
book created a timestamp; something that was printed and
couldn’t be edited. In printing each week, I began to create
a narrative around my research, building stories around
my thinking of the week. In these books, I was able where
the research was going and where it is leading me to; the
ways in which language was guiding me.
In this practice, I was also trying to put myself on
display as much as possible, showing the ways in which
I question my tendencies and notions of the world. I was
interested in playing with vulnerability that breaches
almost on embarrassment. This practice was inspired by
Elaine Lopez’s thesis journal.
I’ve always been drawn to the intimacy of a small
book. During the past few years, we’ve become a bit
swallowed up by our digital world, existing as a head, neck,
and torso on a Zoom screen—but I still think there is
something so nice in the physicality of the small book in
your hands, something that is perhaps just for you.
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An excerpt from the first week reads:
As I begin my thesis year, I’ve been thinking of the ways in
which I can make sure to take care of myself during this
time of intense pressure. I was reminded of a ritual that
my sister began when I turned 22. She started writing me
birthday letters, and every time I look at them, I am
instantly brought back to the feelings I had on that day.
It is funny how a simple sentence can so easily transport
you back to a moment in time, how these words can
become a portal. These letters have become a story of not
only how I felt within myself but also how I presented
myself to the world. It was a snapshot of what was on my
mind most in that point of my life. A passage from the year
I turned 23 strikes me as an important one now:
all this pressure you put on yourself, to be better than what
you are in that moment, it is very much hurting you sometimes, and it is creating a frosty glass between you and the
beauty that sits before you. who are you right now? you could
start naming the labels endlessly (23, girl, long hair, good
health) but beyond these labels you are a creature becoming
an individual, a creature living a process that is shared by the
entirety of the world, we are all united in this, so perhaps we
can all practice wearing our personal existence with a little
more ease, and concentrating more on how connected we all
truly are in our collective experience of being human.
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An excerpt from the second week reads:
I’ve been thinking about sequencing this week; how we
frame and tell the stories of our lives. I’ve been thinking
of my own work, my desire to place my work within story,
often a personal one. My physical body and movement
often appear in my work. I think this instinct might stem
from the fact that I can’t help but move my body constantly.
I speak with my hands, I cannot sit still for very long, I get
excited easily and often want to dance around.
I’ve been reading about embodied simulation and experimental aesthetics this week. In the book Experience:
Culture, Cognition, and the Common Sense, there is a
chapter called “Bodily Framing,” and in this Vittorio Gallese
talks about our relationship to fictional worlds and bodily
sensing. In the essay, the body is placed at the core of our
perceptions, our understanding, and our imagination.
The most relevant passage related to what I’m interested
in exploring further comes towards the end of the essay
when Gallese says:
As human beings we are not satisfied with the prosaic
relation we daily entertain with the world. We are constantly projecting ourselves toward the Other, toward
what is missing, what is elsewhere in space and time. Such
dissatisfaction induces humans to re-create the world by
representing it, transfiguring it, or by creating a new world
within the power of our imagination… Thanks to the body,
concepts of internal and external, subject and object, are
nothing but verbal place holders for a dynamic relation
that could just as easily be described as openness to the
world, or desire.1
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An excerpt from the third week reads:
I’ve become fixated on the ways in which beauty and
perfection are sold to us, and this mass of images we encounter on a daily basis that perpetuate these ideals.
There is an important connection in the rise of the digital
and the ideal. Now that we are constantly surrounded by
Instagram images of the perfection that it feels near impossible to think of a time before. In Alexander Alberro’s
essay, “Beauty Knows No Pain,” he talks about how the rise
of the digital has led to more problematic advertising of
ideals. Alberro writes:
We have now reached an age in which it is possible synthetically to produce flawless harmony, perfection and wholeness. This ability has been (or is in the process of being)
achieved in diverse fields: from digital sampling of images
and sounds, to the recent boom in aesthetic or plastic surgery, to genetic engineering, cloning, and virtual reality.²

This essay was written in 2004, before we even reached,
as The New Yorker put it, the age of the Instagram face. I
often return to Jia Tolentino’s writing when thinking of ideals and how embedded they are in our lives. In an essay for
the New Yorker called “The Year That Skin Care Became a
Coping Mechanism, Tolentino writes,
The beauty industry functions partly by solving a ‘crisis of
the imagination’ as Sontag puts it—the ambient fear that
you will be less beautiful in the future, and that some obscure but awful consequences might result. The fear is both
artificially imposed an pragmatic: as long as woman are
broadly objectified, beauty will function as value, and its absence as lack.3

1. Vittorio Gallese, “Bodily Framing,”
Experience: Culture, Cognition, and the
Common Sense (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
MIT Press, 2016.), 245.
2. Alexander Alberro, “Beauty Knows No
Pain,” Art Journal, (2004) 63:2, 36-43,
DOI: 10.1080/00043249.2004.10791124
3. Jia Tolentino, “The Year That Skin Care
Became a Coping Mechanism,” The New Yorker,
December 18, 2017. www.newyorker.com/culture/

cultural-commentthe-year-that-skin-care-became-a-coping-mechanism
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Elaine Lopez is a Cuban-American designer, researcher, artist, and educator whose
work explores the intersection of culture, identity, equity, and Risograph printing
within the field of design. Elaine graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design in
2019. She is currently a faculty member in the Communication Design program at
Pratt Institute’s School of Design.
Elaine spoke to me about her experience going through the RISD MFA program and
the importance of encouraging more transparency within design.

Thanks so much for talking with me today. I feel like I know so much
about you even though we’ve only met once. In the Fall of my thesis
year, I was having such a hard time and stumbled upon the thesis journal you embedded within your thesis book. I ended up printing it out
the document and I began carrying it with me. I found a lot of solace
within your words. In reading about your anxiety, I was able to assuage
some of my own. I was really inspired by your honestly and it fueled this
energy within me to be more vulnerable and open about how I was
struggling myself. I love this idea of positioning the thesis book as a
guide, a reference, or an invitation. I was just wondering if you could
talk about why you were interested in that as a direction.

Our conversation took place over Zoom on April 29th.

I’m so happy to hear that it was helpful to you, that was
absolutely the intent. It came from my own searching for
the same solace you were seeking. I almost call it consulting the elders; I would go to the library and look
through past thesis books for inspiration. It was something I found myself doing pretty often; just going back
and looking through all these books. I remember first
visiting RISD and seeing these thesis books and thinking
how did someone even do this? And then you start your
first year, and it still feels nebulous, but by the time you
get around to thesis year, you’re like, well, now I have to
do this too. I realized in that in that process, that the main
audience for a thesis book is actually the people who
come after you. They’re the ones that are going to be
reading it, pouring over it. I thought it was important to
speak directly to that audience.
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It’s really intimidating to see the polished work. You feel
as if there is no way you could do this. I wanted to give
some transparency into my process and what it was like
to be a student, to show all the parts that don’t get seen.
In these thesis books, you see the beautiful work at the
end, but not everything at went into doing it. I wanted to
show that.
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I had a similar experience. The thesis books, sitting in the library are
almost like these pieces of art. I remember going to the library and
peeling over them in search of something. I’m in the three-year program, and during my first year I thought this thing was so far off in the
distance that I didn’t need to worry about it. I felt that I wasn’t in the
right state to make such a thing. And they do feel giant, in a way. But for
me, it wasn’t until I found your book that I felt like someone else had
had this experience. I don’t know if any of the other books peel back
the layers as much as you did. You really went in. And you were so vulnerable. And I’m so grateful for that. I think it gave me the strength to
feel like I could be vulnerable too. But it’s scary to put so much of yourself out into the work. How did you grapple with that?

The audience may not know that it was horrible to make,
and maybe it’s successful by other markers. But personally, it doesn’t feel successful, it feels negative and traumatic. And I don’t like having work that is yucky to make.
I’ve had that experience. Work that I labored over and obsessed over.
When I showed the work, it had a good response, but it was so incredibly painful to make, and it was such a difficult experience that I couldn’t
touch that project for a year. I couldn’t go back to it until this year, after
I had built this practice of enjoying the process, which took so long to
build. I don’t think I built it until January of my thesis year. After I had
gone through this dark time in the Fall, found your work, and begun to
crawl out from underneath the weight of my own expectations. You set
up this great methodology and process in the thesis book, do you feel
that you’ve carried it forward with you and your practice? What is it like
for you to look at your book now?

It really came from the same feelings you were having.
The anxiety that bubbles up in that fall semester. I had a
hard time, as you know, with my mental health and
family things. In one of my meetings with Paul Soulellis, I
was sharing my anxiety, and he told me to just write that
down. He told me to put it in that the thesis is a struggle,
and the struggle is the thesis.

I’m really proud of it. And I find that that’s almost an
anomaly. I’ve heard other folks talk about their thesis
books. They say things like, “God I don’t want to look at
it.” I was very intentional about not wanting to feel yucky
about it. I wanted to feel good about it. And I wanted it to
be this active thing that helps other people. I still feel
good about it. There are a ton of errors in there. And
there are definitely things I would change. But I also
think that’s important to keep in there because we’re
humans, and we do this thing in this very limited amount
of time and under all of this pressure.

Even before I went to graduate school, I was looking at
the design industry through the lens of the lack of diversity and lack on inclusion. There were always top of mind
for me. When I saw the demographics at RISD, I realized
that there aren’t many POC here. I started to explore my
own culture and identity through my work.
It felt like a natural progression from that. How do we
make design more inclusive? How do we make design
more transparent? It’s not just the MFA program. It’s
design competitions. It’s studio websites where you see
this work that is so daunting, and it makes you feel like
shit. You see all this amazing work and never
know what really goes on to achieve it. How many
people worked on it; the sleep that people lost
doing this. I think we need to value that just as
much. I became more interested in that story
than the beautiful work. Whenever beautiful work
is shared in a presentation, it’s like, okay good for
you, but I want to know more. I want to know who
are you helping? Was it ethical? Were you happy
when you made this?

Ultimately, though, the response has been positive. And
I’ve carried that as an educator in the past several years.
I’ve taught Thesis since graduating, and I think it’s made
me a stronger instructor to have that empathy and have
that understanding of what students are going through
when making their own thesis. I point my students to my
thesis; I point them to the writings. And again, I just feel
like it really resonates with a lot of people. That just
points to a greater need within this industry for trauma
aware design. We need to be more sensitive to what it is
like to be a designer, or a student right now. It’s really
hard. Nobody’s really done it before. So many things are
going on as business as usual. But that’s not the case. And
I think we all really need to take a beat and reflect and try
to make things a little bit more humane. Because it’s
rough.

The word doc Lopez
embedded within her
thesis book. The first
entry began with,
“the thesis is the
struggle.”

As a teacher, you can tell when someone had fun
making something. It’s super evidence. I think we
really need to focus on that a little bit more as
design educators. What are the conditions in
which people are making work? I believe if those
conditions are good, and healthy, and happy, then
the work is going to be better. And you’re going to
feel better about the work too. If your experience
making it was so horrid that you don’t even want
to look at that piece anymore, it’s almost traumatic to share work that was horrible to make.
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I love this idea of taking away a little bit of the preciousness away from
the book, and just being happy and okay with the mistakes that are in
there. There is this intense coveting of the book. I wish we could let go
of it a bit. And I think that if I could have let go of that earlier on, I
wouldn’t have dug myself into this hole of thinking that I needed it to be
this perfect thing.
Yeah, absolutely. It should be. Even as I was a student
there were a lot of debates, asking why are we doing this
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anyway. It shouldn’t be so hard. But I don’t think I realized what I was doing until afterwards. Now I really
appreciate having gone through that process and the
challenges. Also it remains as this artifact that’s physical, that stays at the school, that is essentially published
by the school, and people can access this online. All of
that is so important. And I think that should be the
greater emphasis versus perfection. What are you
saying? How is this helping future designers? How are
we building on our work? And how does this connect you
to other people?

are we talking about these things? Where is the representation? Am I not as important as the things that are
being taught or represented. I think that it was RISD did
for me. I’ve had conversations with other students who
felt the same. I don’t think it is just RISD, I think it is any
graduate program at any institution that has been around
for so long. And it is just such a big part of art and design.
Honestly, anytime anyone goes to school, or does something that their parents didn’t do or does something that
isn’t the expected path, it can feel really lonely and challenging. I think all of that stuff bubbled up for me there.
And I’m glad it did. The fact you’re from Iceland and I’m
Cuban, it almost doesn’t matter where we are from, it
only matters that we talk honestly about our experience.
That we use design to share these things about ourselves and to be vulnerable so that others can learn
about both cultures and identities; but also as a way to
give license to people to make work about the things
that they’re trying to figure out.

I personally was really drawn to your book because of the vulnerability
and transparency within it. But I also really appreciated the work you
did on your background and identity. A lot of my work is tied to my own
identity, almost a searching for belonging, because I’m technically an
immigrant but I was mostly raised in America. I don’t feel very
American but I also don’t feel as if I’m fully Icelandic. I find that I’m
often searching for this idea of fitting somewhere because I think, for
most of my life, I haven’t found that. I see a lot of your work as if it is
almost laying out a path for other so that they can follow it, if needed.
And I do feel like your book operated as a space that guided me a bit
through this experience. I’m wondering if you could speak to that a
little bit?
I think being at RISD is like really intimidating in general.
You know that there have been all of these amazing
people that came before you and the pressure is high.
And it comes from your peers too. There are such amazing people in the program! And I think all of
that bubbles up this feeling of inadequacy.

Elaine Lopez’s Bound
Together, a project that
“explores the spiral binder
as a form-making tool.”
Photograph from Lopez’s
thesis book, Making Common.

I think so much of my work in the first few years was really just
tied around this idea of searching for belonging. I didn’t realize
it until I reflected upon it in the past year, but I really felt the
same way you did. When I first arrived, I was also a three-one,
and I didn’t come from a design background. And I felt so out
of place. Honestly, I felt like a fraud. For my entire first year,
I was just waiting for someone to tell me that I needed to leave.
Even if I got a good review, if I got a good critique, if people
were telling me my work was good, I still didn’t believe it in my
heart. And it took me so long to just convince myself that I
belonged here. Also the comparison was really tricky for me.
Being in the RISD studio is such a gift, being around all of these
incredibly talented people is such a gift, but it’s also hard
sometimes. It took me a long time to find my own voice and to
just be happy with the work that I was making for myself.

I remember walking around my first semester
just thinking I’m so lucky to be here and the
face that I get to do this is wild. Just having this
opportunity is really amazing. But I also think
it highlights how many people don’t have that
opportunity, people who would really benefit
from that experience. And it made me hyper
aware of that. I think RISD does that to people,
I don’t know what it is. Also, it is just the cost of
doing grad school. All of these things bubble
up these internal questions.
In graduate school, you have the time to
reflect on your internal state through the
work. If you’re making work about what you
are interested in and you’re being honest
about these feelings that are coming up for
you, it’s just natural that you would want to
use your abilities as a designer to talk to
these things. Or at least apply some of the
skills you are gaining to analyze these feelings that come up. These questions like: Who
am I? What is my culture and identity? Why
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This is only going to become even more important as we
continue to migrate, continue to have blended cultures
and identities. For instance, there are people coming
from two different cultures and living in a third place.
How confusing must that feel for someone trying to find
their place in the world? And I think design and art have a
special role in helping us make sense of that and helping
us feel like we belong.

That’s the greatest thing you’re going to leave with. In
hindsight, when I reflect on my time in grad school, I felt
like I went to grad school for validation. I felt like I wasn’t
enough before. And I felt like I needed to go through this
experience to be enough. And what I really learned is
I was already enough, and I was always enough. I needed
to be put through that experience to believe it. And now
what I have is the confidence and this comfort with
myself. More than anything else.
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Having gone through that experience made me realize
that I am enough. Whatever happens, whatever projects
come up, or whatever jobs or grants I do or I don’t get,
none of that really matters. I’m enough and I was always
enough.

And to be more transparent about how difficult it is at times. How hard
it can be to continue to make moves forward and show how we kept
going and kept trying. Is there anything you would say to students
within the program now?
Just to be open to all of it. And to be honest. Just to be
there and soak it all in; the good and the bad. I think the
only way to do it wrong is to not fully be yourself and
explore the things you’re curious about. As someone
who is now teaching Thesis, I’m just like, oh yeah, it’s not
that deep. Do what you want to do. I’m thinking of how
you opened up this conversation that it became this gift
to be able to make something just for yourself. And to be
able to put it out there and have the support from your
peers and instructors. To be able to build and create in
that environment is a gift that not many get to experience. So maybe just try to see it that way? And also, take
medication if you need to! Be friends with the mental
health center. And share what you’re going through with
your peers because they’re likely going through it too.
I think pretending that it is easy doesn’t help anyone
because it just makes other people feel like shit.

That is what RISD truly afforded me. It was this belief.
I don’t know that I could have done that otherwise. And
I’ve spoken to so many designers at so many different
points in their career, and everyone has this deep insecurity about their work. No matter who they are. I bet
Paula Scher even questions herself sometimes. I guess
another part of my work is like, why do we feel like this
way. Design is about letters, and shapes, and colors. It
should be fun, why don’t we all feel like shit? It’s something we really need to figure out. We’re not brain surgeons. We’re not saving anyone’s life. We’re trying to
have fun and make beautiful things that communicate
to others, and all of that should be joyous and enjoyable.
And a lot of times it’s not. And that points to something
that’s wrong, generally, in this industry.
I think being at RISD, as a graduate student is much different than
being here as an undergraduate student. In one of my classes this
semester, and undergrad told me: “Remember, it’s not that deep.” And
I was like, oh, yeah, you’re right.
And that is the other super humbling thing about RISD.
Those undergrads are so good and smart. It’s like, holy
crap, what am I doing? I mean, I was 33. I was just looking around like, I have 10 years on these people. And I’m
in classes with people that are just starting and are way
more talented than I am.
Yeah, it’s super humbling to be like, wow, a 19 year old is telling me
something I should really already know.
It’s really important. I got a lot of value from being in
classes with undergrads and being able to teach undergrads, that is such a valuable experience that you’ll be
able to carry with you.
Totally. And I like this idea of constantly changing the way you think
about design. Honestly, the writing within your thesis was such a gift.
It was so honest and vulnerable and gave me such inspiration to try to
do the same within my own work.
That was the goal. It’s so validating to hear that it really
resonated with someone. Even one person. But to me,
that means that your work is also going to continue to
resonate and create these ripples. Through these projects, and through this way of thinking, is how we’re going
to be able to reform this industry or the program, on
micro and macro levels. This level of humanity and the
acknowledgment of the struggle. To show the challenges that we all face.
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Take Care

Special thanks to Emily Bright for helping with the filming of this project. I asked her to be in the room with
me and I told the story directly to her. She was sitting to the right of me.

[often in imperative] be cautious; keep oneself safe:
take care if you're planning to go out tonight. said to
someone on leaving them: take care, see you soon.

1. Sophie Calle. Take Care of Yourself.
(Dis Voir/Actes Sud, 2007.)
2. Cora Fisher, “Sophie Calle: Take Care of
Yourself.” The Brooklyn Rail, June 2009.
brooklynrail.org/2009/06/artseen/
take-care-of-yourself
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On February 14th, 2022, I started to develop a pain in my
side. It began around 7 p.m. By 10 p.m., it felt like nothing
I had ever felt before. I decided to drive myself to the hospital at 1:30 a.m. When I walked into the emergency room,
I quickly apologized to the doctors for being too dramatic.
By 10 a.m. that morning, I was prepping for an emergency
surgery. Two days later, the spring semester began, and
I went to classes.
Using the artist Sophie Calle as a guide, I decided
to make a short video project about this experience. When
you enter an emergency room, your movements are constantly recorded and documented as you pass from place
to place. Doctors and nurses take notes on your illness and
demeanor. Despite being in a blurred state of mind, I was
able to see these notes and trace exactly where I was
within the hospital hour by hour. I projected the doctor’s
notes and the consent for surgical intervention, which
included documentation that I could die, onto my body as
I told my version of events in Icelandic.
I asked a dear friend, Emily Bright, to record the video
and sit in the room with me, and I spoke to her directly.
I took the footage in one take and did not plan what I would
say, allowing for an improvised retelling. Because she
doesn’t speak Icelandic, she didn’t understand what I was
saying; it was a way to release the story into the world but
not reveal any details I wasn’t willing to share yet. It was
an experiment in using language as a protective tool,
to release some of the emotions associated with this dramatic event and use language as a cloaking mechanism.
I told my story in Icelandic and I showed the video to only
those who do not speak the language. After doing this project, I found it easier to tell people about the experience.
In Take Care of Yourself, Sophie Calle asked 107
women to interpret a breakup e-mail she received. In her
own interpretation, she projected the letter onto herself,
letting the words cover her body.1 In The Brooklyn Rail,
Cora Fisher wrote, “In taking care, she invites others to provide explanations for the inexplicable rupture, or just lamentations in the spirit of lyric drama.”2 Calle’s work was
about a heartbreak. Mine wasn’t about a heartbreak but
it was about a loss—a loss of control. It was an attempt
to heal an emotional rupture.
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Two months ago, a tube with a
camera was placed into my body.
They pumped me full of air;
making space inside of me. Space
enough to move around and remove
the thing that was causing the
pain. I’ve been staring at
photographs of the surgery online.
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I don’t know why I’ve become
obsessed with these images,
grotesque images of surgeons
standing around bodies that are
being opened. I feel as if this
never happened to me, sometimes
I look at the scars and forget
where they came from.

Fyrir tveimur mánuðum var túpa
með myndavél sett inn í líkama
minn. Þeir dældu lofti inn í mig;
að búa til pláss inni í mér. Nóg
pláss til að hreyfa sig og
fjarlægja hlutinn sem olli
sársauka. Ég hef horft á ljósmynd
af aðgerðinni á netinu.

Take Care

Ég veit ekki hvers vegna ég er
orðinn heltekinn af þessum
myndum, gróteskum myndum af
skurðlæknum sem standa í kringum
lík sem verið er að opna. Mér
finnst eins og þetta hafi aldrei
komið fyrir mig, stundum horfi ég
á örin og gleymi hvaðan þau komu.
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How long have people thought about the present as having weight, as being a
thing disconnected from other things, as an obstacle to living?

Special thanks to Emily Bright for waking up at 4 a.m.
with me many times to film during sunrise.

A Story that Never Begins

—Lauren Berlant, Cruel Optimism
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1. Lauren Collee, “Shadow of a Doubt,”
Real Life Mag, 16 Sept. 2021,reallifemag.com/shadow-of-a-doubt/.
2. Lauren Berlant, Cruel Optimism,
(Durham, N.C: Duke University Press, 2011).
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A Story that Never Begins

In a collaboration with Emily Bright, we made a video that
uses the language of title cards to tell a story that never
quite begins. In “Shadow of a Doubt,” Lauren Collee writes,
“Endings, as many literary theorists have pointed out, are
crucial to our making sense of the world, particularly in
societies where linear conceptions of time dominate over
more cyclical understandings.”1 Endings help to “build
meaning in an otherwise unstructured existence.” But in
our time of uncertainty, there are no neat closures. In the
book Cruel Optimism, Lauren Berlant talks about our
pursuit for this vague idea of a “good life.” We are constantly
striving for it, and it never arrives, and this becomes an
“obstacle to our flourishing.”2 The conditions that we’ve
been promised by our media are no longer attainable.
Using cliches to tell a story on the ways in which the
promises of a good life have failed us, this was an exploration in using title cards to tell an abstracted story that
never quite starts. We are always waiting for it to begin.
Drawing from Mark Fisher’s Ghost of My Life and Lauren
Berlant’s Cruel Optimism, I use text from these books and
weave them with my own writing.
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‘Begin at the beginning,’ the King said, very gravely, ‘and go on till you come to the
end: then stop.’
— Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
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the presentation.
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Thesis Presentation: A Farewell Note

When the schedule for the final thesis presentation was
posted, I knew that my time slot would shape the way
I approached this final review. I was the final presenter
on the last day; it felt apt that I frame my entire presentation around this idea. My talk for the review started with:
“there are many ways we could begin,” which then shifted
into a presentation on beginnings. My talk began with
a letter, it began in the before-times, with a dramatic shift,
with a different type of rift, one in the ground beneath our
feet. It began with the color blue, it began with drifting,
it began with conversations, and it began with this specific
moment in time, with another type of letter.
After my presentation of my work, I handed out
a farewell letter to everyone. The letter was addressed to
no one; and addressed to everyone who passed through
the studio walls while I, too, was housed within them. My
thesis book, at its core, is a gathering of the past three
years of collaboration. A curated collection of the conversations I’ve had, walks I’ve gone on, and moves I’ve made. In
all of these small gestures of forward momentum, I have
been steadily building a path forward. My practice has been
built by every conversation I’ve had in these past three years.
This letter wraps around my book. A reflection of my time
here; a celebration of connection at a time when connection did not come easy.
I began my thesis compendium with: “Beginnings are
never easy. This is perhaps why I tend to agonize over first
sentences.” I think I’ve agonized over my writing and framing
enough, and now I’ve come to the end, so I’ll stop.
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